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Presentation
Braulio Medel Cámara. President of Unicaja

U

UNICAJA has supported, a new edition of the “UNICAJA
Economic Research Prize” awarded annually, in its
continued support and promotion of the investigation, as
a fundamental instrument of analysis and knowledge of
the economic and social reality. The fulfilment of the commitment of
promoting the scientific knowledge in the field of economics acquired
by our entity, which is decisive in a world every day more globalized
and in continuous process of change, have been consolidated by other
prizes of investigation already instituted and the traditional prizes of
social and cultural nature, promoted by the Unicaja Foundation.

In this edition, the Second Unicaja Economic Research Prize has
been granted to the work entitled “Conceptual contributions
and characteristics for classifying the systems/schemes of
guarantee”, presented by D. Pablo Pombo González, International
Relations Adviser, International Consultant of Systems of Guarantees
and Associate researcher of the ETEA Foundation for development
and cooperation, jointly with a team composed by D. Horacio Molina
Sánchez and D. Jesús N. Ramírez Sobrino, Professors at ETEA. In this
work, the Selection Committee valued specially the deep and well
documented analysis on the systems of guarantee as a way to improve
the access to the sources of funding for micro, small and medium
companies in a territory.
The accomplishment of a typology and international classification is
absolutely necessary because the standard analyses rely on evaluations,
analysis and classifications merely descriptive of the systems of
guarantee, which have not been compared with others. The study
is based on a widely fieldwork on the existing systems/schemes of
guarantee in Europe, representative of 1.661 entities of guarantee,
practically all the existing ones. Analyzing different characteristics,
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the authors manage to establish a classification, using the cluster
of hierarchic conglomerates technique. In addition, the analysis
focuses on the formulation of concepts and characteristics that
contribute to a classification and an international terminology of
the systems/schemes of guarantee from the knowledge and the
perspective of the European schemes of guarantee.
The results show that the origin of the resources, both of public or
private majority, is a key question to establish the above mentioned
classification. The systems of guarantee are classified depending on
the origin of the resources, distinguishing between public and private
majority. Among those of public majority, they find the programs
of guarantee and among the privates one, there are included the
societies of guarantee, given by a purely commercial character or a
mutual benefit nature (SGR in Spain).
The Unicaja Foundation, through its Publication Service, edits the
present work, joining to the wide list of already published documents,
which have as purpose to stimulate the knowledge about the
economy and promote research. With the strong conviction from
our entity that these studies and the diffusion of their results will
be use as a top reference by professionals, institutions, scientific
community and among the economic and social agents, being a source
of knowledge to generate technological advances as instrument and
engine of the economic development, which allows to improve the
competitiveness and profitability in the economy field, contributing
to the modernization of the whole society.

13
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Prologue
José Fernando Figueiredo. President of AECM
European Mutual Guarantee Association

A

s President of the European Mutual Guarantee Association
(AECM) that represents 34 Guarantee organizations from 18
European countries, who in turn guarantee more than 2.5 million
European micro, small and medium enterprises, I would like to
congratulate the authors of this work, as well as the sponsoring organization,
for having obtained the prestigious UNICAJA Economic Investigation Prize,
awarded for the second time in 2007.
Not only authors and teams from Spanish University but also from foreign
Universities have competed for this prize, which gives an idea of its dimension,
competition and quality.
The European sector of guarantee systems/schemes has been trying, over the
last years, to clarify and to define the different models that operate within the
scope of this activity, so necessary and essential for the access to finance for
micro, small and medium enterprises at the best interest rates and loan term
conditions possible.
Paradoxically, in this sector heterogeneous systems are often treated as if they
were homogenous. For example, while certain denominations are used to
define systems/schemes, their legal “modus operandi” may be very different
from this denomination.
For that reason this work is not only excellent as it offers a solution from an
empirical and scientific perspective to the problem of the classification of such
guarantee systems/schemes, but also because it provides an analysis of the most
important concepts and characteristics of the different groups or models that
are identified and proposed.
From the AECM point of view, we consider necessary and essential that the
University and the scientific community as a whole approach the reality of these

14
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systems/guarantee schemes so that their outstanding role in the financing
of micro companies and SMEs gets the consideration and importance that
it deserves.
I would like to address special words of encouragement to Dr. Pablo
Pombo, Founding President of our international Association and dear
friend, as well as to his colleagues Dr. Horacio Molina and Jesus N. Ramirez,
for their work to the benefit of the sector of guarantee systems/schemes
from a Global perspective.
From the perspective and reality of this work awarded by UNICAJA, I would
like to motivate those who are active on a daily basis in guarantee institutions
in the various countries and continents as well as the academics who study
their impact on SMEs, on the entrepreneurs and the economic environment.
I am certain that we will be able to work all together with the objective of
improving the development of our economies and societies.

¡All the best!

15
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Prologue
Ramón González Rosalía. President. CESGAR.

M

utual guarantee systems contribute effectively to answering the
financial challenges encountered by small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs), with the consequent role taken being one that
facilitates access to finance under more favourable conditions, in
terms of both repayment periods and interest rates.
This study provides an unquestionably valuable comparative analysis of the
guarantee systems in operation around the world. As a result of this extensive
compilation, the main classifications and characteristics of such guarantee
models are identified.
In this research, the broad and well-documented analysis of guarantee systems
is examined in a particularly special manner. In this case, it highlights the
concepts and characteristics that contribute to categorisation, revealing (from
the resultant knowledge that emerges from examination of the European
perspective) the terminology associated with guarantee systems.
The significant conclusions that the work reaches, agree to a significant
extent with those held at the Confederación Española de Sociedades de Garantía
Recíproca (the Spanish Association of Mutual Guarantee Societies, CESGAR).
The difficulty that SMEs (and particularly the smaller concerns) face in
accessing finance is fundamentally due to the shortage of guarantees. Policymaking needs to deliver solutions, in turn reaching balanced consensus among
the public sector, the financial and that of business. Correspondingly, in order
to gain credibility and solvency, guarantee systems need to be integrated into
the financial system.
Now that some of the most noteworthy aspects of the study have been
highlighted, I would like to mention briefly Pablo Pombo. On account of the
participation of Pablo, an expert on mutual guarantee societies who has worked
them for many years, the opportunity to write the preface for this work has

16
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provided me with immense satisfaction. Accordingly, I am confident that it
will serve as an accepted point of reference for any reader interested in
developing their knowledge and understanding of the subject area. I am also
pleased to congratulate him and his fellow researchers Horacio Molina and
Jesús N. Ramírez on receiving, for the second edition, the Unicaja Award for
Research in Economics.
Finally, this preface cannot be completed without mentioning that the Spanish
mutual guarantee system now encompasses more than 88,000 SMEs, involving
a total amount of jobs in excess of 500,000, with a guarantee portfolio of 20
percent. I am sure that studies such as this will contribute to publicising the
hard work that guarantee systems carry out in their role as instruments of
business development.
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OBJECTIVES
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1. MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES
After many years of association with the guarantee sector, one
of main outstanding issues to be resolved in order to construct
theories and formulate coherent policies is a classification of
the different guarantee systems/schemes1 that have gradually
developed internationally.

CONCEPTUAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
AND
CHARACTERISTICS
FOR CLASSIFYING
GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
CHAPTER I.

At present, one of the major sources of confusion in the
classification of guarantee systems/schemes is the imprecise and
equivocal nature of their management and the lack of any coherent
underlying principles.
In this connection, the application of incorrect pre-established
approaches means that certain principles or concepts limit and
hinder the correct classification of guarantee systems/schemes.
Classifications/definitions must not be established by name;
their underlying framework must be examined in greater depth
(a common error is to use the “Guarantee Fund” concept as a
generic term for the classification/identification of guarantee
systems/schemes and, by extension, the classification of companies
as “Guarantee Funds” etc. because this is what these are called).
Another tendency is to classify systems/schemes in general national
terms (e.g. the “Japanese” or “Spanish” models), and this simply
complicates matters further. Some even use operative mechanisms
such as “portfolio guarantees” or “individual guarantees” to
differentiate such systems/schemes.

MOTIVATIONS AND
OBJECTIVES
1
The dual term
“system/scheme” is used
to make it clear at all
times that a guarantee
system is the same as a
guarantee scheme, the
only difference being
that the guarantee
system is a more global
concept since it refers
to the set of institutions
that engage in
guarantee activities in a
given territory. A scheme
is a more restrictive
concept since it refers
more to the model or
type of entities operating
in the guarantee market.

Within the current context of standardisation of banking practices
on the management and calculation of credit risk through the Basel
II Accord, the acceptance of guarantees as a risk mitigation factor
necessarily requires the recognition of the guarantor, with a specific
legal profile, within the institutional regulatory framework of the
corresponding financial system. In short, our perception should
not be “disrupted” by the name of a guarantee entity. Instead, we
should examine its essence and legal-financial reality in depth.
An international typology and classification is necessary because
most evaluations, analyses and classifications of guarantee
systems/schemes are merely descriptive and have not been
compared with others, and because certain heterogeneous
systems/schemes have been classified as if they were

21
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homogeneous simply because all the entities or systems pursue
guarantee activities (as if a bank were the same as a financial
entity or a leasing or factoring company or an informal lender,
for example). All this is aggravated by the problem of the generic
use of certain terminology.
This research aims to facilitate these processes by performing an
in-depth study of the formulation of concepts and characteristics
to help establish an international classification and terminology of
guarantee systems/schemes.
Given this reality, the identification and empirical proposal of a
classification and typology of credit guarantee systems/schemes
for micro-companies and small and medium-sized enterprises
(hereinafter referred to as “MSMEs”), the most developed
and influential from a European perspective, and, only as
a consequence of a broad analysis, has the following general
objectives: firstly, to identify the different concepts and
characteristics to be able to group systems/schemes; and
secondly, to characterise the identified groups in order to justify
a proposed empirical classification.
The establishment of an empirical classification of these
systems/schemes is extremely important to ensure that
correct decisions are taken during their implementation
and that well-oriented policies are established in specific
territories or countries. We hope this paper contributes to
these processes.
The research was based on an initial study presented by Pombo
and Herrero (2001) with an exhaustive description of existing
guarantee systems/schemes around the world. This paper builds on
that study using statistical techniques to complement and update
the broad inventory performed in the aforementioned study.
Ultimately, this research study applies a more precise
conceptualisation approach to gather better and real knowledge
of guarantee systems/schemes for MSMEs, from the perspective
of a globalised economy.

22
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II. THE THEORETICAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
The theoretical research framework is presented below in four
sections or from four perspectives: guarantees and the financing
of MSMEs; the relationship between diagnosis and public policy;
guarantee systems/schemes as a solution; and different types of
guarantee system models.

CONCEPTUAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
AND
CHARACTERISTICS
FOR CLASSIFYING
GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
CHAPTER 2.
THE THEORETICAL
RESEARCH
FRAMEWORK

II.1 Guarantees and the financing of msmes
The Flash Eurobarometer 160 survey conducted by the European
Union (EU) in June 2004 posed the following question: “Is it difficult
to start one’s own business due to a lack of financial support?”.
The answers could not be more revealing: in the EU-25, 74 percent
of the respondents agreed strongly with this affirmation, while in
the USA 69 percent of respondents were in agreement.
More recently, the Flash Eurobarometer survey on SME Access
to Finance, published in October 2005, revealed that about half
(50 percent) of MSMEs cannot successfully complete their projects
without a loan from a bank and 42 percent of the MSMEs interviewed
felt that it is now more difficult to obtain a bank loan. Seventy-one
percent (71 percent) of the MSMEs surveyed held the view that
banks do not want to take risks in lending to companies.
Moreover, if consider the theory put forward by different
authors, including Cardone (1997), that the credit market plays
a decisive role as a provider of funds during the early years of
life of enterprises, and MSMEs have to deal with credit market
imperfections that hinder their ability to access lending or even
do so in competitive terms, the panorama, as the aforementioned
author describes, threatens the continuity of companies according
to their age and size.
These considerations were recently endorsed by López-García
and Puente (2006) in an interesting study in which these authors
argued that companies with higher debt-to-equity levels in their
initial financial structures are more likely to survive, provided that
this indebtedness is not excessive.
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The ENSR survey
introduced by the
2002 Observatory of
European SMEs shows
that just over half of all
SMEs have ambitious
aims: they strive for
growth (36 percent),
higher profits (9
percent), innovativeness
(7 percent) and higher
quality (7 percent).The
remaining enterprises
are preoccupied with
their struggle to survive
(20 percent) or hope to
consolidate the business
(21 percent). In some
countries between 34
percent and 41 percent
of SMEs wanted to
grow. However, when
interpreting data
regarding enterprises’
desire to innovate or
improve quality and
profits, ultimately is
growth not also one of
their objectives?

Therefore, MSMEs face additional difficulties when attempting
to access credit due to both their small size and, as reported by
Gudger (1998), established banking rules and regulations on the
credit ratings of investments.
When an initial business project is good, viable and has the potential
to be successful and generate profits, and the entrepreneur/manager
of the project is good, the financing necessary to execute the project
may be conditioned by many aspects, including the requirement
established by financial entities regarding the provision of guarantees
before they grant loans. If a company lacks such guarantees, it may
be deprived of key financial resources to guarantee the viability of its
business creation or growth project.
As mentioned previously, this problem is particularly serious in
longterm financing to cover the fixed investment needs of businesses.
Paradoxically, at the same time the new paces and contexts of the
globalised economy have significantly increased the importance
of the financial capacity of businesses, especially for obtaining
long-term financing gauged according to business performance.
All companies strive to grow and expand2 regardless of how small
they are. In MSMEs, short-term financing absorbs the scarce
guarantees they possess and consequently suffocates the growth
potential of these companies. It would be true to say that MSME
growth is threatened by the perverse combination of insufficient
eligible guarantees applied in short-term financing operations.
This problem becomes more complex in the case of support to
new companies and small-scale start-ups, which lack the technical
conditions and size to seek financing in venture capital mechanisms,
but which are in themselves very important for the rejuvenation of
business fabric and job creation.

II.1.1. Guarantees: a scarce resource
This study aims to tackle the core of the question, namely who
requires guarantees in the financial sector and why. The framework
of relations between MSMEs and the aforementioned sector
contains the answers to these questions.
Whenever micro, small and medium-sized enterprises in any
territory or country have to complete financing application forms
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or documents, they are always required to specify and provide
details of the guarantees they provide or can provide, not for
subjective or whimsical reasons, but because the financial system
is, in global terms, the most highly regulated and supervised sector.
References to the deregulation of sectors normally exclude the
financial sector, and investment activity in this sector places special
emphasis on guarantees since national regulations, inspired on
different international standards or regulations including the Basel
Accord, establish the system governing activities in this sector.
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CHAPTER 2.
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RESEARCH
FRAMEWORK

The recent Basel Committee on Bank Supervision Accord on
“International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital
Standards”, more popularly known as Basel II, introduced on 26
June 2004, is currently in the implementation phase. It will replace
the Basel I Accord introduced in 1988 and will regulate capital
or equity requirements and the calculation of provisions in the
financial sector.
Financial institutions need to optimise the management of their
investment assets. To do so, the guarantees required to cover such
assets must be well qualified and risk weighted. Since 1988, the
Basel Accord recommendations define the coverage provided by
guarantees covering investment assets in the financial sector. The
coverage provided by different guarantees is qualified and weighted
and affects financial institutions in terms of their operating accounts,
capital requirements (equity) and required volume of provisions.
In short, for financial institutions guarantees have unquestionable
strategic “value” for their business and growth plans.
Consequently, guarantees are a scarce resource. This is particularly
true in the case of the best qualified and weighted guarantees,
which are essential for MSMEs to be able to access financing. The
shortage of guarantees worldwide has fuelled dissatisfaction in the
demand for credit and the rejection of projects due to the lack of
“sufficient” guarantees, thus impairing economic growth. A study
published by the World Bank (1994) reveals that the inability to
offer guarantees in a given territory restricts GDP growth. More
recently, Jiménez, Salas and Valles (2004) affirmed that decreases
in GDP increase lender demand for guarantees and, at the same
time, the ability to offer such guarantees diminishes.
The lack or shortage of guarantee systems also gives rise to
imperfections in business financing, thus hindering MSME access
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to financing in optimal interest rate and repayment terms and
conditions. The shortage of guarantees - particularly the best
qualified and weighted guarantees - in relation to the demand for
such guarantees by financial entities in order to provide financing,
produces a selection of actors that is not based on the quality of
their projects, nor the effort and capacity of the entrepreneurs to
compete in the market, but rather on past success or the fortune
of operating in privileged environments. In short, guarantees as
instruments designed to cover and mitigate moral risk become a
selection criterion.

3

A key exponent of
liberal thought, the
Nobel Prize Winner
for Economics Hayek
(1994), when addressing
the issue of equal
opportunities in his
overtly critical study of
State intervention in
markets entitled Road
to Serfdom, considers
that safeguarding equal
opportunities justifies
such intervention and
that “it is essential that
entry into the different
trades should be open
to all on equal terms
and that the Law
should not tolerate any
attempts by individuals
or groups to restrict
this entry by open
or concealed force”.
Hayek also clearly
believes that initial
economic differences,
mainly stemming from
inheritance, prevent
the development of
competition.

This situation restricts the equality of opportunities3, thus altering
the efficient assignation of financial resources and the development
of the most talented individuals. This therefore leads to an
undesirable situation: on the one hand, MSMEs are important
generators of employment and wealth; and on the other hand,
financial system rules actually discriminate against these enterprises
over other business and even territorial institutions.
Eliminating such discrimination and competitive inequality must
be the objective of any guarantee system, in order to facilitate
MSME access to financing and integrate these enterprises in formal
financial circuits. The guarantee system is not intended to be a
temporary or provisional measure, it is not a “fashion”. Instead,
it seeks to establish an institutionalised, non-discriminatory
and transparent channel to help resolve the problem once and
for all. In fact, its support is sometimes confused with what are
sometimes described as more or less “new programming” cycles
(today venture capital is in “fashion”, tomorrow it’s “information
technology”, etc.), without addressing the fact that integrating a
guarantee system in the financial system is something permanent.

II.2. The relationship between diagnosis and public
policy
A very common impression with respect to guarantee systems
is that therapy is circumstantial and momentary and fails to get
to the core of the origins and causes of the problem. If we also
consider that there is a tendency to generalise or consider that
any treatment and attempt to develop solutions is homogeneous,
things become even more confusing.
30
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Therefore, whenever decisions have to be taken within the context
of public policies, their successful implementation is necessarily
dependent on diagnosis. Today, in many countries it is increasingly
common for impact evaluation studies and reports to be required
connected or linked to the implementation of certain public policies4.
The scope and goodness of prior diagnosis can ensure the correct
decisions are taken to achieve appropriate or intended impacts. All
public policies must be based and supported on a diagnosis of the
situation or problem. In fact, it would probably be correct to say that
no public policy can be supported without such a diagnosis.
The specific diagnosis, using analysis techniques, of the difficulties
MSME face when they attempt to access financing is a determining
factor of any public policy since it will provide the basis on which
all options and proposals must be developed. As an example, the
guarantee systems that developed after the two world wars were
not the result of a diagnosis of the underlying problems. In contrast,
French legislation in 1917 governing mutual guarantee societies is
clear proof of the recognition of guarantee systems as an instrument
to facilitate access by micro-enterprises to financing. However,
the most important aspect in this case was the enactment of a
law aimed at French micro-companies of the time. This legislation
correlated diagnosis and execution and it is perhaps for this reason
why, ninety years later, the aforementioned guarantee system is
still in force in France.

CONCEPTUAL
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4
In Chile all public
programmes are
assigned an item for
an impact evaluation
study that must be used
to inform the Congress
of the Republic when
required. As an example,
this was recently
established in the
Master Plan of Spanish
Cooperation.

It is worth highlighting that a public policy designed to facilitate
MSME access to credit must not only resolve a temporary problem
of socio-economic justice or equity. It is, in fact, a question of
resolving the deficient operation of the credit market supported
by international rules governing guarantee coverage on investment
assets, which make it difficult for MSMEs to access financing and
give rise to situations of competitive inequality. The equality of
opportunities in the financial market must be restored for different
business projects so that resources are allocated according to
the profitability and risk of individual projects and that none are
excluded because of differences in wealth.
The international rules established under the Basel Accord discriminate
against MSMEs more because these types of enterprises normally lack
better qualified and risk-weighted guarantees. If financial entities grant
loans to MSMEs that lack good-quality guarantees, these companies
are required to have more capital and provisions than companies
31
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with good-quality guarantees. The guarantee requirement established
by lenders excludes from the market entrepreneurs with profitable
projects who do not have sufficient guarantees. This distorts the
market which, in the absence of informative asymmetries, should ensure
that the best project, in risk and profitability terms, should obtain the
financing at the lowest cost. As mentioned previously, this has lead to
an undesirable situation in which MSMEs are recognised as essential
for economic development, employment creation, entrepreneurs, etc.
but, at the same time, they are penalised competitively by international
regulations applicable to the financial sector. The existence of schemes
that enable viable projects to access good-quality guarantees prevents
these viable projects from being excluded from the credit system on
the grounds that the entrepreneurs presenting such projects lack the
guarantees required by the financial system.
This imperfection in the financial market suggests that government
support is necessary to establish a guarantee system, as part of
public policy, based on prior diagnosis. This has been the situation
since the late 20th Century and during the early years of the 21st
Century. At other moments in history, guarantee systems were
justified for other reasons, although the coverage of credit risk has
always been present. Public sector participation must therefore be
designed precisely taking into account this fault in the market. In
this respect, experience in Europe shows that counter-guarantee
schemes complement the efficiency of guarantee systems/schemes
in the promotion of financing for viable projects.
Once the decision has been taken to implement a guarantee
system in a given country and its scope has been defined based on a
diagnosis, the appropriate structure or configuration of the system
must be determined. This configuration or structure is important
because different options exist, although not all of them offer the
same security, quality, relevance, efficiency and impact.
The first question that must normally be addressed when selecting a
guarantee system/scheme is the source of resources. In other words,
the choice of public, mixed or private resources will determine,
from the very outset, the legal and commercial structure through
which to develop the guarantee activity. This legal-commercial
scheme will reveal clearly the differences between different models
and, of course, whether or not they are ultimately incorporated
into the financial system of the corresponding country.
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The term or duration of the guarantee system is also very important
at this stage, since it will determine the characteristics of the entire
process and the decisions to be adopted. Is the guarantee system
intended to be a specific or permanent action? This is also one of
the main questions that must be resolved by the selected policy.
Once the decision has been taken to establish a policy to allow
MSMEs to access credit in the best possible conditions, through
a guarantee system/scheme as an intrinsic component of state
policy, the most effective government actions must be defined
in order to mobilise civil society. In our opinion, the critical
points are determined by the definition of the appropriate
institutional framework, namely the legal framework and
functions required to ensure efficiency, the participating agents,
and the characteristics of the participating entities to ensure
the system is successful
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The definition of the agents must clarify the source of capital.
Does this activity have the potential to be profi table and
therefore to be developed by the private sector or is it an
activity that is difficult to sustain without public support? What
sources must contribute capital? Counter-guarantee schemes
or should these focus on the actual management of guarantee
societies or programmes/entities? If private and/or mixed
management models are chosen, what role should the public
sector and beneficiaries of guarantees play in a hypothetical
mutual guarantee or associative business scheme?
Lastly, political objectives should be set (number of beneficiaries
accessing financing, average cost/investment, coverage levels,
longterm access, strengthening of sectors, territories, etc.) and
both quantitative and qualitative impacts assessed.
To summarise, the debate could focus on four basic questions:
public policy or market product; credit guarantee societies or
guarantee programmes; unicity or multiplicity of programmes
and/or societies; and guarantee or credit insurance. In order
to address these issues effectively, the following aspects must be
identified: the type of policy in question; what we understand by
“guarantee society” or “guarantee programme”; and what we
understand by “credit guarantee coverage” or “credit insurance”. To
achieve this within a logical framework, an internationally-accepted
classification and terminology must be established.
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In this context, the past must be read with a certain degree of
caution. In fact, the situation is very different from the boom period
of mutualism and cooperativism when French mutual guarantee
societies flourished in the early 20 th Century and were recognised
as the “fathers of guarantee systems”, and from the situation of
destruction of property or production assets in which guarantee
systems/schemes appeared after World War II and until the mid
20th Century, when the States had to provide more or less stable
and developed financial systems with a solution to MSME access to
financing with which to cover risks.
The situation regarding systems/schemes in the late 20 th Century
and early 21st Century is completely different. The phenomenon
of globalization appeared and an intense debate began on public
aid, based on the importance of micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises so that these could have access credit in equal conditions
to other larger business structures.
Today, it is clear that guarantee systems/schemes are growing
worldwide and that economically more developed countries use
guarantee systems more intensely and actively. Each continent has
different guarantee systems/schemes which governments or the
public sector, financial entities and entrepreneurs use to cover
their guarantee needs and aspirations.
In this process, it is important to stress that certain myths and
inappropriate approaches must be avoided. In other words, there
is no “German” or “Spanish” model, or “portfolio guarantee” or
“individual” model, or “Guarantee Fund” model (because this is the
name given to “SAs” (public limited companies) that develop guarantee
activities, for example), etc. to “copy” or “follow blindly”, since each
socio-economic environment obviously has its own idiosyncrasies.
The real objective and underlying purpose of this process should be
to perfect a model or legal, commercial and financial structure to
perform the activities and functions to be fulfilled by the guarantee
system/scheme. Evidently, the system must be appropriately
designed, from a technical and financial standpoint, to ensure future
activities within the system are successful.
In this sense, the full importance of continual and correct
diagnosis becomes apparent; it is insufficient to simply develop
guarantee entities since these are merely an end of guarantee
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systems. As repeated previously, have also repeatedly stated that
it is not a question of developing guarantee “entities” but rather
a guarantee system that is not questioned by the financial sector
in which it operates and develops. The aim is to articulate a safe,
reliable and solid guarantee system. Thus, the management of
a specific guarantee society/entity could be questioned but the
aim is to ensure that this never happens with the “guarantee
system”, just as, for example, the management of a specific credit
or financial entity in a specific country could be questioned but
never its financial system.

II.2.1. The role of public administrations 5 in guarantee
systems/schemes
At this point, it is worthwhile recalling the ideas and concepts
put forward by Professor Stiglitz (Joseph Stiglitz, 1981, 2000 and
2001) 6 on financial markets, the role of the State and the new
development economy.
Confidence in market mechanisms has been considered an absolute
parameter for the placement of resources. However, there are
certain types imperfections that occur frequently in situations
of uncertainty. Therefore, when problems of information exist,
financial markets commit errors. In developing financial markets,
there are many sectors in which credit is important but certain
business layers do not have access to lending, thus undermining
the principle of competition as a fundamental element of the
market. Normally, markets do not grant long-term loans; they
specialise mainly in commercial loans, but factories cannot be built
with commercial loans. Typical market imperfections even exist in
developed countries. The market tends not to provide adequate
loans to small businesses. In this respect, governments must always
play a decisive role, in order to promote guarantee markets on
equal terms with financial markets. Imagine if a country did not
have a financial market: errors would be even more catastrophic.
Governments must encourage the existence of guarantee entities
and thus reduce financial market imperfections. Guarantee markets
would be auxiliary markets, but due to strict banking rules, they
are very important to ensure credit flows to agents who lack
the necessary capital to guarantee their projects. In this context,
guarantors would complement the presence of credit entities
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These data and
concepts were extracted
from the Newsletter
of the Latinamerican
Association of
Development Finance
Institutions (ALIDE),
(1998), as well as
Holden (1996) and
Stiglitz (2000).

6
The 2001 Nobel Prize
for Economics, awarded
jointly with George
Akerlof and Michael
Spence. Professor
Stiglitz, from Columbia
University (USA) has
helped establish the
bases for a general
theory on markets with
informative asymmetry,
thus opening up the
way for a multiplicity
of applications,
including the analysis of
contemporary financial
markets. Furthermore,
he has helped to
identify and define the
fundamentals of a new
development economy.
We will examine the
analysis based on
certain ideas presented
at the conference before
the Brazilian Association
of Development
Financial Institutions
(ABDE), in Río de Janeiro
(Brazil), in May 2001.
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In graphical terms,
we would say that
guarantees are like
barriers at carparks;
if MSMEs provide
guarantees, the barrier is
raised and the MSMEs
can access or “pass”
through, in this case to
financial resources.The
problem is that once this
first obstacle has been
overcome, subsequent
obstacles require similar
solutions. In most cases,
when MSMEs access
again, they come up
against the guarantee
barrier once again.
Therefore, if they do not
provide guarantees in
future credit application,
“they are not allowed
to pass through” the
barrier and therefore
the problem of MSME
access to financing
remains unsolved.

in the country because their presence would enable the more
efficient assignation of resources to profitable projects, without
interference from obstacles unrelated to the project such as the
wealth of the borrower.
These problems, which occur in both the USA and Europe, multiply
considerably in Latin America. Today, some companies in that region
have much lower debt/equity ratios than in other countries. This is
partly due to imperfections in the private banking system. Normally
small enterprises have to play a more important role in less developed
countries. To a certain extent, the entire development process
needs to encourage the development of small businesses, although
commercial credit entities have largely ignored this sector.
In this sense, the contribution of privately-managed public
resources in activities such as guarantee systems helps strengthen
competition, eliminating barriers7 to the entry of MSMEs, which are
largely artificial barriers imposed by banking regulation themselves
and useful for preventing banking crises. However, there is a danger
that some of human talent and endeavour may be underused if no
mechanisms are established to facilitate access to credit.
When imperfections appear in financial markets, the markets
themselves cannot correct these types of problems and require
the intervention of the public sector, which must try to find more
market-oriented channels and work complementarily with the
private sector.
Caminal (1995) performs a similar diagnosis and recognises the
difficulties involved in the practical solution of these problems. For
this reason, he analyses the different policies that may be implemented
at state level to achieve a more efficient assignation of resources.
According to Caminal, it is always beneficial for SMEs to receive
counselling from public or semi-public agencies and to promote
suitable financial instruments for such enterprises. In another group of
measures, the author introduces certain legal bases. For example, in
capital cost subsidies or in public guarantees, the author recommends
a cost-profit analysis of such policies since public agencies would
assume losses, financed by citizens, which should be offset by higher
gains in well-being. The problem of the efficient management of these
agencies’ activities would also have to be considered. Finally, Caminal
suggests that reciprocal guarantee societies, which group together
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different entrepreneurs, could take care of managing public guarantees
because this would allow them to increase their power in the market
before financial entities and also exploit advantages in supervision by
their members.
Gitell and Kaen (2003) mention different objectives of the public credit
support programmes. According to these authors, these programmes
mainly focus on job creation and the promotion of private investment
to achieve economic development through the availability of
commercial loans. State intervention occurs when the private sector
does not provide capital to finance projects, for different reasons, e.g.
the actual availability of resources, their cost or their nature (capital
or debt). However, these authors highlight other objectives beyond
the correction of market imperfections. They define these objectives
as regulatory and base their argument on the principle of general
benefit, e.g. the preservation and strengthening of rural populations
and support to small companies or certain sectors.
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Gitell and Kaen (2003) suggest that general interest is normally
justified for economic or social reasons. The economic objectives
would be the generation of employment and income to benefit
the affected parties and, at the same time, greater tax income
or positive externalities generated by the policy. The social goals
would be to improve quality of life and foster equal opportunities.
However, the authors add a third category of objectives they define
as “economic adjustments” and which would be the raison d’être of
financial support programmes. State financial support programmes
are extremely important during and after periods of crisis because
during such periods local banks experience financial difficulties and
tend to trim lending; this occurred, for example, during the banking
crisis in New England, USA, in the early 1990s.
Finally, the authors suggest that crises affecting small and
medium-sized banks have a greater impact on small firms. Gitell
and Kaen (2003) affirm that small enterprises tend to turn
to local banks for financing since these types of institutions
normally have lower customer supervision and monitoring
costs. Relationships are closer and are approached on a longterm basis. Therefore, since the informative asymmetries
are smaller, in local economies local banks tend to be the
financers of smaller enterprises. However, the fact that these
relationships are based on close relationships and mutual
knowledge between the parties limits the possibilities for seeking
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alternative financers, particularly during periods of recession. In
such circumstances, Gitell and Kaen consider that state-supported
guarantee programmes are valuable instruments.
The main problem associated with public aid programmes, which
include guarantee programmes, is moral risk. Moral risk problems
appear in riskier projects undertaken by lenders or when there are
substantial increases in indebtedness. Gitell and Kaen (2003) highlight
the importance of the involvement of banks, as the grantors of loans, in
the supervision of customers and operations. Although these authors
once again question the independence of financial entities to supervise
customers and operations effectively, since the recovery of their
investment would be guaranteed, normally guarantee programmes do
not cover the entire operation and may employ mechanisms to condition
payments according to a series of requirements, which may discourage
opportunist behaviour on the part of lenders and borrowers.
Another aspect linked to problems of adverse selection is the price of
the guarantee. Gitell and Kaen (2003) propose using put options to
value guarantees; the riskier the project, the higher the price of the
guarantee. However, in the information economy it is typical for lenders
who are prepared to assume higher costs to exclude those with less
risky projects and who are only willing to assume lower costs.
Therefore, according to Stiglitz, disputes regarding government or
private sector involvement are a thing of the past. The question now
is how both can work together or how they should interact.
In order to define the necessary components of an efficient public
policy to finance development, market shortcomings and their causes
must be identified, and then solutions have to be found.
It is very revealing that Ministries of Economy and Finance in some countries,
such as Spain, support the development of guarantee systems with tax
benefits. Such decisions are undoubtedly justified by the impact these financial
instruments have on the generation of economic activity, employment and
tax collection. Ministries of Economy and Finance in different countries
tend to adopt a very rigid stance on these matters, but the existence of
mechanisms that support and foster formal business activity are very well
received. In short, it is an evaluation of impacts or “inputs and outputs”. It
is not exactly a question of financing individual business projects with public
resources but rather establishing an institutional, objective, transparent and
professionalized mechanism to manage a structural problem.
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In spite of everything, MSMEs continue to be discriminated by the
requirement to present guarantees because they have fewer assets available
to guarantee loans due to their small size. This reduces their chances of
obtaining loans even if they have profitable and viable projects.
Such credit market restrictions are destructive for the economy
since they make it difficult for new entrepreneurs with innovative
ideas to access the market and reduce the beneficial effects these
types of companies normally have on competition, productivity
and employment.
Nevertheless, state intervention in guarantee systems should
foster equal opportunities. However, this intervention should not
finance public systems but rather support the individual right to
access this service, regardless of prior wealth. Therefore, it is a
question of facilitating the right to access financing, independently
of the system and its rules, which will be fairer from an Aristotelian
perspective i.e. “equal to equal, unequal to unequal”.
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As mentioned
previously, calls for such
solutions have flourished
since the early 1980s as
a daily and permanent
need in the activities of
Spanish MSMEs.

To some extent, these situations are linked to the concept of considering
guarantee systems as instruments for economic promotion and
development. There is obviously no single, definitive solution. However,
as Holden (1996) states, these systems are a necessary component
of the range or package of complementary measures required to
support MSMEs and agents fuelling the promotion, development and
consolidation of the financial system in different countries.

II.3. Guarantee systems as a solution
The lack of access to financing that affects important
socio-economic agents or actors like MSMEs is a structural problem
resulting from the actions of various agents. Therefore, long-term
solutions must be found with the coordinated participation of all
relevant actors: the public sector, financial sector and business
sector. One way of overcoming the problem of access to financing
is to make guarantee systems available to these entities.
It is therefore understandable that public authorities entrusted
with promoting business development have given special attention
to MSMEs, bearing in mind their importance. Authors such as
Cardone (1997), Caminal (1995) and Pombo and Mora (1982) 8
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have, at different times over several decades, argued that the
financial problems affecting MSMEs and, very specifically, access to
business financing, must be overcome by resolving the problem of
access to guarantees through guarantee systems.
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In this connection, it
is worth recalling that
the Spanish Parliament
and Senate unanimously
approved the Spanish Law
on Reciprocal Guarantee
Societies of 1994, and the
Legislative Assembly of
El Salvador unanimously
approved that country’s Law
on Reciprocal Guarantee
Societies in 2001
.
10

According to Stiglitz
(2003), the main issue is the
regulatory framework. It is
very difficult to make good
regulatory systems work.This
was revealed by the saving
and credit crisis of 1989 in
the United States and similar
crises in Sweden, Norway
and Finland.These countries
had a reputation for having
sophisticated institutional
structures but even so, before
the crisis in Asia, they had
to deal with four of the
world’s worst crises.These
experiencias show how a
good regulatory system
can be developed, although
the difficulties involved in
achieving such a system
must not be underestimated.
The added problem is
that private banks lack
regulations to guarantee they
receive information from
the appropriate accounting
institutions.Without this
information, the risks they
run when lending money are
very high. Money is easily
lent but difficult to recover. As
a result, financial institutions
do not really know if they are
right or wrong to grant loans.

Guarantee systems must be fully integrated in the financial system
because their ultimate purpose is to serve as instruments to facilitate
MSME access to financing, through an institutionalised, transparent
and non-discriminatory channel of financing that integrates these
enterprises in the formal financial circuit. Guarantee systems must
be based on a genuine and recognised state policy or matter 9
in favour of MSMEs which, among other improvements, seeks to
make it easier for these companies to access financing. This cannot
be something temporary or a specific decision on the part of the
government; it must be a matter of state. Hence, there must be
a desire to make the guarantee system permanent; it cannot be a
passing “fashion” because it must be fully integrated in the financial
system of the country or territory in question. Therefore, its
definition and configuration cannot be conditioned by the context
in which the activity takes places. Systems in some countries are
highly consolidated, fully integrated and more than 80 years old
(including some European systems).
An “alliance” should also be established between the actors
involved (public administrations, financial entities and MSMEs and
their organizations) in the legislative and subsequent operative
development of the guarantee system, so that all parties can satisfy
their legitimate interests, within a secure and quality legal framework10
and thus ensure that guarantees granted within that guarantee system
necessarily have recognised “value” within the financial system
(qualified, weighted and integrated in the financial system).
To build such an alliance, the guarantee system requires a legislative
and regulatory framework, corresponding to state authorities, within
which the public, financial and business sectors must interact and reach
agreements. This framework is usually supported by a counter-guarantee
or national coverage system and even by a framework of supranational
coverage. In the European Union, for example, there is a European
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Investment Fund (EIF), which reinsures counter-guarantee systems of
guarantee systems; in some countries where these systems do not
exist, it directly reinsurers guarantee system entities.
The interests or objectives of the three agents involved in this “alliance”
are not homogeneous. Public authorities are interested in promoting
enterprises, entrepreneurs and wealth or in creating jobs (obviously
these interests differ to those of financial entities, for example);
entrepreneurs want access to financing under competitive repayment
terms and conditions and at competitive. Financial institutions require
a quality framework, i.e. one that affords full legal protection of the
guarantee and, for key economic and financial reasons, it is also
important for them that the guarantees provided by the system/scheme
“have a value” (they must be qualified and weighted). Otherwise, it will
be very hard to convince lenders to provide money or resources.
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According to Rodríguez (1995), if the presentation of such
guarantees (those provided by reciprocal guarantee societies)
is not compensated by the appropriate reduction in costs for
credit entities, and if the qualified weighting of these guarantees
constitutes the guarantee of reciprocal guarantee societies in the
context of an increasingly integrated, competitive and efficient
financial market, they would be excluded from the financial circuit.
Pombo (1995) endorses this view, stating that the qualification and

Graphic 2

“ALLIANCE” OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS,
FINANCIAL ENTITIES AND MSMES IN THE
SPANISH SYSTEM OF RECIPROCAL
GUARANTEE SOCIETIES

INSTITUTION OF
SUPRANATIONAL COVER (ISC)

COUNTERGUARANTEE
NATIONAL SOCIETY
(MGS 2nd FLOOR)

STATE LEGISLATION
AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
MGS
(MICRO AND SMES)

FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

STATE / FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
AND REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

Source: own source
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weighting of guarantees provided by reciprocal guarantee societies
would enable these societies to offer credit entities a product that
would, in turn, allow these entities to develop more intense and
effective credit policies in favour of MSMEs.
Guarantees, besides providing coverage to mitigate risks, must
act as an additional economic and financial factor to reduce
costs. Guarantees that are favourably qualified and weighted
under financial system regulations is economically and financially
attractive to financial entities to ensure the smooth flow of
operations in the formal financial circuit. Therefore, financial
entities are really interested in guarantee coverage that consumes
as few own resources and provisions as possible. For example,
when a reciprocal guarantee society in Spain grants a guarantee
to a bank, the bank does not need to use 8 percent of its own
resources to respond to capital requirements. In order to cover
risks, it only needs to cover 1.60 percent because the guarantee is
qualified and weighted at 20 percent. Nor does it have to record
any provisions.
Financial entities are always interested in negotiating with these
types of guarantee entities since they do not need to increase their
own resources and make provisions for the part of their portfolio
covered by the guaranteed provided by a guarantee society. The
guarantee society can negotiate in suitable terms with the financial
sector to achieve good financing terms and conditions. For this
reason, Pombo and Herrero (2001) consider that the entity
controlling the guarantee controls the credit.
Guarantee activity requires a specific framework since its
integration in the financial system entails numerous singularities
and idiosyncrasies, which must be incorporated in the rules and
legal framework of the financial system in each country.
A quality and specific legal framework enables the sustainability of
guarantee societies/entities because it pursues the integration of
these societies in the formal financial system. This entails assuming
important demands and responsibilities and particularly acceptance
of the need to make the activity sustainable. A quality legal
framework also ensures these societies operate and are managed
in a rigorous and viable manner. Angelucci and Alfaro (2005) reach
the same conclusions, stating that a Law undermined by political
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interference can threaten the very institutions for which it was
enacted, and in order for it to be “good” it must be planned with
both short-term and medium/long-term perspectives.
MSMEs are direct users of guarantee systems since they seek to
achieve better access to business financing. However, certain
specificities must be considered. For example, in the 21st Century
guarantee societies are not conceived merely as guarantee providers.
Guarantee societies are close to entrepreneurs and are therefore
not simply providers of guarantees but also financial advisors that
give companies advice on how to organise the documentation
required to apply for financing, provide financial information, arrange
interviews for them with directors of financial entities, etc.
However, it is not just about obtaining guarantees for loans. Micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises also have great difficulties in
accessing public contracts for which, under public contracts law,
a series a guarantees are normally required for which they are
responsible. Interestingly, the use of this service in the financial
sector may imply the concentration of the entire risk simply due to
the granting of a technical guarantee with these conditions.
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In 1994, the panel
meeting of senior
representatives from the
banking sector came
up with the idea of
an “alliance” between
financial institutions and
SMEs

These were the conclusions presented in the Final Declaration
and Conclusions of the 3rd European Congress on Mutual
Guarantee Societies, held in Portugal in 1995, which highlighted
that guarantee systems must be designed to meet the legitimate
interests of the agents involved, including the public, financial
and business sectors, all within the framework of a long-term
“alliance” between these agents11.
Financial entities may receive applications for financing from
adequate entrepreneurs budiness projects with the capacity for
repayment, etc... However, a third sinequanon requirement exists,
namely the coverage (guarantee) of the risk to be assumed, in
accordance with the “rules of business”. This is a decisive aspect
for financial entities.
Under the Basel Accord, guarantees are a factor that limits MSMEs
access to financing within the financial system. This situation is not
circumstantial but structural. Therefore, it may be concluded that
guarantee systems must be designed as something permanent in
order to facilitate access to financing.
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II.3.2. Guarantees as instruments to overcome the problems
of informative asymmetries
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“Rejected due to insufficient guarantees”. How often have many
entrepreneurs heard that phrase? Many probably thought their
best guarantee was the project itself. How many projects have
not seen the light of day because they lacked guarantees? How
many opportunities has humankind missed, not because projects
were not sufficiently attractive in terms of profitability and risk but
simply because they lacked guarantees? How much human talent
has been frustrated and thwarted and with it, part of the talent of
society as a whole?
One proposed solution is the creation of guarantee systems/schemes.
However, it is important to remember that these systems/schemes
face similar problems to those affecting entities operating in the
financial system.
However, according to Reig and Ramírez (1998), in the case
of Spanish reciprocal guarantee societies, guarantee systems
transfer the problem of credit risk from the financial entity to
the guarantee system, which means that these societies have
to deal with the same effects of informative asymmetry, capital
requirements and provisions as financial entities, and appropriate
instruments would have to be implemented to mitigate these
effects and improve their performance.
Problems of information economy and asymmetric information
effects have been studied by the scientific community. These
efforts were recognised by the Swedish Academy when it awarded
the Nobel Prize in Economics to professors George Akerloff,
Michael Spence and Joseph Stiglitz for their work on the behaviour
of agents in the presence of asymmetric information. Guarantees
are important for resolving problems deriving from informative
asymmetries in credit markets.
The effects of the phenomena described at the beginning of
this section on the theory of credit market behaviour explain
the presence of credit rationing in some markets, that is, the
eventuality that profitable projects do not obtain financing. Also, in
some situations changes in interest rates or other credit variables
are unable to eliminate excess demand for loans by specific groups
of companies or projects.
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According to Menéndez Requejo (1994), credit rationing is
associated with the impossibility of evaluating a borrower’s risk
due to the asymmetry of information between both parties,
resulting in the rejection of an operation. This author associates
lower degrees of informative asymmetry with companies that are
larger, have greater self-financing capacity, greater market power,
longer relationships with creditors, operate in regulated sectors or
whose share issues are rated by rating agencies.
In short, credit rationing to MSMEs means that the market is
unable to finance the investment projects of micro, small and
medium-sized companies with similar payment or repayment
capacity to other larger firms, even though the former are willing
to pay higher interest rates on loans.
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In the financial market, where information is abundant and
accessible, price is a critical factor when it comes to deciding
which projects receive financing. When several borrowers vie for
limited financing, the price they are wiling to pay would be the
market mechanism for awarding financing. The problem is that
the lender does not have the same information as the borrower
on the potential risk of the project to be financed. Ultimately, if
the lender’s decision is price-driven, this will lead to a situation
known as “adverse selection”. In other words, the lender will
grant financing to riskier projects because the entrepreneurs
presenting these projects are willing to pay higher rates of
interest. The risk structure of the credit portfolio of these banks
would favour high-risk borrowers.
Credit rationing takes place when both bankers and credit applicants
do not have the same information, i.e. asymmetric information,
which increases uncertainty and gives rise to phenomena known as
adverse selection and moral risk. The information problem is not
limited solely to discretionality in the dissemination of information
(when its distribution is biased in favour of some over others).
Consideration must also be given to its credibility; once the
information has been presented, its veracity must be ascertained.
This problem does not necessarily have to affect MSMEs.
However, the size attribute becomes a factor because informative
asymmetry is not independent of the costs involved in searching
for information. Moreover, project evaluation costs are higher
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in the case of small loans. For this reason, the magnitude of
information problems and credit restrictions is more acute in the
case of MSMEs.
This higher cost is not in itself a distortion of the market, although
information may be provided by certain economies of scale. In
this case, the State should always play an active role so that SMEs
can provide appropriate information (for example, accounting
regulations or public registers) on the details of their projects.
The other problem caused by information asymmetry is moral risk.
According to Milgrom and Roberts (1992), “problems of moral risk
may arise when a person is tempted to act inefficiently or supply
distorted information because the interests of the parties are not
the same and because the report cannot be easily checked or the
actions supervised closely”.
Moral risk exists when there must be different interests, negotiation
opportunities and asymmetric information (one party must have
better knowledge of the facts in question than the other party).
In Spain, Azofra and López (1997) demonstrated the existence of
greater dependence on internally-generated funds in companies
with information asymmetry problems. They used different criteria
to classify companies as entities with information asymmetry
problems, namely: the listing of shares (listed firms were companies
with fewer information problems); sectorial regulation (regulated
companies had fewer information problems); the correlation of
interest rates with certain variables (companies committing more
errors in the prediction of interest rates were the ones that used
other information channels and therefore had fewer information
problems); links or relations with financial entities (those with
stronger links had fewer problems); or company size (the largest
companies displayed fewer information problems).
Guarantees are one solution to reduce problems deriving from
information asymmetry between lenders and borrowers. They
eliminate the negative economic consequences caused by adverse
selection (through the selection of entrepreneurs willing to pay
higher interest rates, but whose projects have lower success
probabilities), since the guarantee system offers more advantageous
financial terms and conditions than those that beneficiaries would
obtain on their own. They can also eliminate moral risk (undesired
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actions of the borrower that reduce repayment probability) because
the beneficiary is economically committed and must respond as
guarantor for the repayment of the borrowed funds. They also
establish special analysis and monitoring procedures.
The viability of projects to be financed is largely evaluated according
to economic capacity to recover the investment. However, the
outcome of projects may not respond to expectations, among
other reasons because the information held by the borrower and
lender may not necessarily coincide and also because a certain
amount of trust is required that the resources will be used for their
intended purpose. In such circumstances, the borrowers or their
guarantors must participate, with their capital, by contributing
additional guarantees. The purpose of guarantees is not just to
improve loan coverage but also to discourage opportunist behaviour
and uncertainty. Guarantees avoid this moral risk and, in banking
practice, have been integrated in financial sector regulations.
Many guarantee systems tend to function as instruments to bring
MSMEs closer to the financial market and as a formula to provide the
market with information on new agents. In guarantee operations,
guarantors require knowledge of the guaranteed party to help
mitigate the shortage of information available to the traditional
financial system to analyse such operations.
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Guarantee entities
face these types of
problems associated
with asymmetric
information..
13

In these types of
contracts, the terms and
conditions are based on
the relationship rather
than on the specific
transaction in question..

According to Menéndez Requejo (1994), in credit rationing
scenarios, higher interest rates entail greater risks for borrowers
because these are required to undertake riskier investments.
Above certain interest rate levels, lending tends to diminish due
to the greater risk implicit in such operations. In this context,
guarantees have served as suitable mechanisms for reducing
problems of adverse selection and moral risk associated with
asymmetric information. However, as we will explain later in this
section, the demand for a high level of guarantees also leads to
problems of moral risk (prompting riskier projects or discouraging
the supervision or monitoring of guarantees) and adverse selection
(excluding the least risky projects)12 .
In such situations, Berger and Udell (1995) argue that banks resolve
problems of informative asymmetry by producing and analysing
information and establishing contractual clauses on, for example,
the required guarantees or rates of interest. These authors analysed
a sample of 3,400 surveys with credit line customers13. The survey
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was performed by the US Federal Reserve and the Small Business
Administration between 1988 and 1989. The results confirmed
that lasting relationships reduce the costs of capturing information
and coincide with those reported earlier by other authors like
Petersen and Rajan (1993), Holland (1994) and Boot and Thakor
(1994), which predict lower interest rates as relationships mature.
These results contradict the results published by Greenbausm,
Kanatas and Venecia (1989), Sharpe (1990) or Wilson (1993), who
presented a strategy for reducing prices early in such relationships
which are then compensated as the relationship matures.
For banks, the most effective way to reduce the information
problem is to require sufficient guarantees because this allows
them to reduce losses in the event of non-payment. According
to Chan and Kanatas (1985), borrowers see guarantees as a
means to calm lenders and convince them that their projects
will obtain positive returns. These authors also observed that
guarantee coverage improves when the quality of financed
projects increases.
Bester (1985) went as far as to affirm that lenders combine
interest rates and the demand for guarantees when defining
their loan portfolios. Lower prices are applied to less risky
loans because they offer higher levels of guarantees. In contrast,
higherrisk companies are required to pay much higher interest
rates because their guarantee levels are lower.
The possibility of offering additional guarantees fosters or provides
incentives for MSMEs to present projects, which may even be
innovative, and establishes a belief and/or shared complicity
between the loan applicant and the guarantor that the financed
project will be successful.
In contrast, Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Stiglitz and Weiss (1983),
Stiglitz and Weiss (1985) consider that an higher guarantee levels
increase the cost of investments, giving rise to adverse selection,
since the borrowers most prepared to take risks are the ones
that are willing to offer more guarantees. Igawa and Kanatas
(1990) also highlight the problem of moral risk: when guarantees
increase, the company are less encouraged to look after these
assets in the event of non-payment because, faced with possible
bankruptcy, the beneficiary will be the creditor.
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John, Lynch and Puri (2003) claim that these effects limit the
level of guarantees required and give rise to credit rationing.
Manove, Padilla and Pagano (2001) highlight another negative
effect deriving from strong guarantee requirements, suggesting
that this mechanism discourages financial entities from
monitoring borrowers.
In Spain, Reig and Ramírez (1998) showed reciprocal guarantee
societies in the Autonomous Community of Valencia demanded
higher guarantee levels from customers with the highest levels
of bad loans or debts. According to the aforementioned authors,
these findings confirmed the theory that above a certain level of
guarantees, the requirement to present additional guarantees may
deteriorate the quality of the loans (in our opinion, the increase
in guarantees may also be due to a negative credit rating of the
borrowers or projects to be financed).
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Berger and Udell (1995) reported that the duration of banks’
financial relations with small companies allowed them to reduce
guarantee requirements.
Reig and Ramírez (1998) reached a similar conclusion in their
study: when informative asymmetry increase (due to the
longer term of the operation, smaller size of the company or in
operations with less information), better quality guarantees and
real guarantees are required. These authors also observed that
guarantees are rationed in the case of newly-created companies
due to the lack of information.
Martínez and Fernández-Jardón (1998) did not observe credit
rationing in Galician SMEs, although they did observe increases in
guarantee prices.
In our opinion, guarantee societies play a crucial role in these types
of situations, since their negotiation capacity allows them to offer
SMEs access to financing in very preferential conditions.
For this reason, guarantees enable interest rates to play a more
effective role in the elimination of demand for financing surpluses
(adverse selection) and enable closer relationships to be forged
between both parties (moral risk).
Different authors have studied these issues from different perspectives:
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According to Sharpe (1990), competitiveness forces banks to capture
new businesses, which may lead to low-quality risks and less experience.
This shortcoming may be resolved with guarantee contracts, but these
are expensive and difficult within a complex environment.
Meyer and Nagarajan (1996) maintain that studies performed in
some countries highlight other additional benefits for users of
guarantee systems, such as improved loan conditions with lower
rates and longer terms. This undoubtedly affects the concept of
adverse selection, insofar as good borrowers are obtained who use
guarantee systems because they offer better conditions and not
because they are willing to pay higher financial costs.
Llorens (1996) puts forward a very interesting argument in this
connection, and one that has been endorsed by many reciprocal
guarantee societies in Spain from the very beginning, namely that
“interest rates charged to SMEs are higher than those applied to
larger companies due to the effect of scale (smaller operations have
similar or higher operating costs) and because the risk is greater.
Therefore, when reciprocal guarantee societies group a larger
number of operations, the interest rates applied may be lower
because the operating costs - at least when SMEs approach banks
with thoroughly-analysed projects - and the risks are smaller”.
Moreover, another advantage is that the quality or value of the
guarantee generates an economic and financial profit for the bank
due to the lower capital and provision requirements.
Lesaffre (1998) argues that guarantees help forge links between
small borrowers and formal financial institutions, thus facilitating the
establishment of stable and long-term relationships. This situation is
much more common in schemes that use the individual guarantee
model, thus bringing the lender and borrower much closer together.
Dell’Ariccia and Márquez (2004) developed a model in which they
predicted that foreign banks tend to penetrate business sectors
with fewer informative asymmetries (measured according to
company age and size) and related their findings with other studies
that supported their predictions from an empirical standpoint.
This was also highlighted by Clarke, Cull, Amato and Molinari
(2001), who describe that foreign banks focus on products such
as mortgage and industrial loans which have greater guarantee
protection than consumer or retail loans.
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Hubbard, Kuttner and Palia (2002) showed that the most dependant
borrowers (small entrepreneurs or companies with low credit
ratings) have to pay higher financial costs the weaker the lender’s
capital base. They also argue that borrowers have to assume
the high information and supervision costs of these dependent
borrowers, aware of the very high costs involved in switching to
another financial entity or to another form of financing. In these
circumstances, any change in the capacity or intention to finance
these types of borrowers may seriously affect these entities.
According to Holland (1994), there is a greater likelihood of credit
rationing when relations are established for specific transactions, when
the borrower has less negotiating power; size has some influence in
these cases, when alternative forms of financing in other entities are
reduced or when very limited information is provided by the company.
According to Pombo, Molina and Ramírez (2006a), the absence
of instruments/mechanisms to control moral risk in guarantee
systems/schemes (such as the subsidiary nature of the guarantee
or payment subject to conditions) tends to ration the concession
of loans guaranteed by the financial sector; this effect is more
significant than the potential gains financial entities can make from
joint and several guarantees or guarantees payable on demand.
For financial entities, it is very important that coverage percentages
are high because this allows them to take better advantage of asset
ratings, allowing them to reduce their capital requirements and
provisions, and ultimately mitigate risk (Basel Accord).
Therefore, guarantee systems are affected by the problem of
risk and appropriate mechanisms have to be established to
control this.
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Perhaps the most
imaginative guarantee
is the one mentioned by
William Shakespeare in
1600 in his Merchant
of Venice, when Shylock,
an old usurer, grants an
free loan to Antonio but
in return demands a
sinister guarantee from
Bassanio’s guarantor,
the merchant Antonio:
a “pound of flesh” to
be taken “from his
own flesh” if he fails
to respect the signed
agreement.
The most ironic example
is more recent and
was described by Eloy
Becedas, Honorary
Chairman of IBERAVAL,
SGR, its Board of
Directors (19862000) and CESGAR
(1997-2000), when he
stated that “guarantees
are something that
those who do not need
guarantees have …”.

II.4. Different types of guarantee systems/schemes
Lending money in exchange for guarantees to support borrowing is
undoubtedly one of the oldest practices or procedures in the history
of humanity14. Banking legislation and operations have consolidated
these practices over time. Guarantee systems were not regulated or
supervised until the first third of the 20th Century; one precedent
was Belgium’s experience with mutual and cooperative movements.
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Guarantee systems are not homogeneous and therefore do not
offer the same levels of security, quality, efficiency, relevance and
impact. From this perspective, it is worthwhile looking at their
evolution and the different systems that have developed.

II.4.1. The evolution of guarantee systems
The source of guarantee systems can be charted to mutual guarantee
societies in early twentieth-century France. Significantly, in French
society at the time, “craftsmen” (micro-enterprises) enjoyed
social recognition, as evidenced by the legislation introduced to
support their business and production activities. This lead to the
development of the first guarantee model designed to make it easier
for MSMEs to obtain loans supported by commercial societies. Thus,
the concept of mutual aid and cooperative movements in the early
20th Century provided the original impetus for the development of
guarantee systems in certain European countries (France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, etc.).
In the mid 20 th Century, the need to reconstruct the deteriorated
productive sector deteriorated in large territorial areas due
to the effects of the world wars prompted the establishment
of guarantee systems based on schemes that coexisted with
powerful public counter-guarantee schemes and public guarantee
programmes administered by development agencies or public
banks. Due to the massive destruction of assets, the States had
to provide financial systems with a solution to allow MSMEs to
obtain financing. The examples of the USA, Germany, Italy and
Japan are significant in this context.
Guarantee systems with more global perspectives finally
appeared in the final decades of the 20 th Century, once the
full importance of MSMEs had been acknowledged. Although
the terms “micro-enterprise” and “SME” are common
knowledge today, newspaper records show that only a
few decades ago these terms were almost never used or
commonplace. Today, the situation is completely different
and it is normal to find references to micro-enterprises and
SMEs on a daily basis. It is in this global context that has
characterised the last two decades of the 20 th Century and
the early 21st Century that guarantee systems and models
have spread worldwide, and where the concept of a global
economy is a universally-accepted reality.
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Except in very particular cases, such as certain specific systems
in Europe, the Japanese guarantee system and the Small Business
Administration (SBA) in the USA, in most countries guarantee
systems/schemes are a phenomenon of the 1990s.

II.4.2. Types of guarantee systems/schemes
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A typology and classification are necessary because literature often
contains merely descriptive evaluations of guarantee systems that
have not been compared or identified with others: In some cases,
heterogeneous systems have been classified as homogeneous
systems simply because they all develop guarantee activities. This
situation is aggravated by the problem resulting from the generic
use of certain terms or names.
Graphic 3
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BASIC SCHEME OF
GUARANTEE SOCIETY

Enterprise

Financing

Requests
guarantee

Loan
request

Public resource
in equity and/or
counter-guarantee
SG.1) Guarantee society
(Ltd, Soc. Coop. …)
SG.2) Mutual guarantee
society (the enterprise
participates in the GS
bringing equity): COOP. /
SCM / SGR / MGS

Titulo
SA, SL, Soc. Coop., … etc.

Bank

Endorses
guarantee

MUTUAL

Source: Own elaboration

The following variables (characteristics) are crucial for the
classification of guarantee systems: the legal status or form of
the entity responsible for managing the system (society schemes
or public institutions); the source of resources (private or public
majority); the corporate purpose (exclusive or non-exclusive
guarantee activity); the term or duration of the guarantee activity
(indefinite/permanent or temporary); and the dimension of the
beneficiary entities (micro, small or medium-sized enterprises).
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Endorses
guarantee
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“Mutual or reciprocal
guarantee societies”,
according to the
definition proposed by
Pombo and Douette
(AECM, 2006), are the
common initiatives of a
group of independent
micro-companies
and SMEs and/or
their representative
organizations, aimed
at granting collective
guarantees for loans
(the corporate purposes
of certain systems,
e.g. SCM/SGR/SGM,
envisage the concession
of technical guarantees
and financial advisory
servicers) granted
to their members,
participating in
the establishment,
sustainability, decisiontaking and management
processes of guarantee
schemes, together
with other public or
financial partners,
where appropriate.This
philosophy is based on
the principles of “mutual
responsibility”, decisiontaking by the parties,
compliance with the
rules of competition and
the market economy.
However, they may
obtain and receive public
support.

Financing

Loan request
Managing Institution of resource:
Public Banking, Development Agency,
public organism, fideicomisum, etc.
Enterprise

Source: Own elaboration

Guarantee systems are classified into two groups: guarantee
programmes; and guarantee societies (commercial or mutual
societies)15. Commercial or mutual guarantee societies logically
operate through society schem es on a permanent or indefinite basis.
Graphic 5

MSMEs BY
SYSTEM / SCHEME

PERCENTAGE OF GUARANTEE SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF MSMES,
GUARANTEE ACTIVITY AND NUMBER OF
ENTITIES WORLDWIDE (percentage)

GUARANTEE ACTIVITY
BY SYSTEM / SCHEME

GP
5,0

GP
10,0

GP
23,5
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76,5

ENTITIES BY
SYSTEM / SCHEME

GS
90,0

GS
95,5

GP = Guarantee Program
GS = Guarentee Society
Source: own source
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Guarantee programmes are normally decentralised towards an
organisation or institution specialising in the economic promotion
or support of MSMEs (public or development banks, development
agencies, public law societies/entities) that provides technical
management and other commercial activities. The financial
responsibility of the guarantee activity is separated from the
institution’s capital but is ultimately based on the public budget that
created the programme. In other words, the public sector tends
to consider guarantee activities within the context of the legal
structures of public administrative institutions. Guarantee activity
is often identical to the corporate purpose of the entity in question
and is therefore not performed on an “exclusive” basis.

Graphic 6
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DISTRIBUTION IN PERCENTAJE OF SMES
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Source: own source and Pombo and Herrero (2001)
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Of all the companies known to use these guarantee systems around
the world, 76.5 percent are included in the so-called “guarantee
society” model. In terms of activity, i.e. the total number of current
guarantees, 90 percent are included in this model. As regards the
number of guarantee entities, this percentage increases to 95
percent in the case of guarantee societies. These percentages are
strongly influenced by the activities of Asian guarantee systems,
particularly the Japanese system. The activity of the SBA in the
USA has an important impact on guarantee programmes.
In terms of the number of guaranteed MSMEs, the percentages for
Asia are worth highlighting, in particular those for North-Eastern
Asia, where 30 percent of Japanese companies use the region’s
guarantee system. The next continent in terms of the number of
guaranteed MSMEs is Europe.
In terms of activity (total current guarantees), Asia accounts
for a high percentage mainly due to the importance of Japan, as
mentioned previously. It is followed by Europe and North America,
in particular the USA.
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III. EMPIRICAL STUDY TO CLASSIFY GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
This chapter presents the following information: details of the
methods, objectives, instruments, variables and analysis techniques
used in the research; further analysis of the selected population
and sample; a description of the analysis performed and the initial
descriptive results obtained; a validation of the questionnaire; the
results obtained to classify the guarantee systems/schemes; details
of the relationships between the characteristics of the guarantee
systems/schemes and their impacts; and, finally, details of the
profiles of these systems/schemes.
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See data and
information in Table 3.2

III.1. Scope and objectives
This study aims to establish the bases for defining the most
important concepts and characteristics for classifying guarantee
systems/schemes.
The scope of analysis covered by the selected sample was very
broad and covered practically all the activity, since all the entities
belonging to the AECM were included in the study (thirty),
together with twenty other entities that are not members
of this association. Also, the ages of the different guarantee
systems/schemes in Europe16 differ enormously.
In order to identify the different types of guarantee
systems/schemes, different statistical techniques were used:
hierarchical cluster analysis to classify groups; contingency tables,
correlation analysis and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare
hypotheses and relationships between different variables; and
CHAID analysis to identify profiles.
Firstly, we gathered data on European guarantee systems/schemes
in order to carry out an initial descriptive analysis of the behaviour
of the conceptual variables of the activity, as well as the variables
representing performance and achievements. Finally, the contributions
were correlated with the impacts of the system/scheme.
This study aimed to establish the requirement for normally collective
decisions on the implementation of guarantee systems/schemes
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in a given country, based on certain objectives, to be based on
prior knowledge of the concepts and characteristics that must
be incorporated to support and ensure that these objectives are
achieved, as well as their differential nature with respect to other
options or alternatives.
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III.2. Variables, hypotheses and analysis techniques
used
Information was gathered by mean of a survey (Appendix I)
comprising closed questions and a range of possible answers, as
well as questions on data and opinions/perceptions, which are
presented in Appendix I to this document.

III.2.1. Identification of the most significant variables
In order to obtain the necessary information, the questionnaire
included variables that would provide the information and data on
the guarantee system/scheme. These variables were divided into
five conceptually or thematically homogeneous blocks in order
to identify and select the most significant variables, using the
corresponding validation techniques, and thus obtain the intended
classification of guarantee systems/schemes. The following blocks
were selected: legal and regulatory system; counter-guarantees;
relations with the financial system; products and operation; and
statistical data.
The core variables coincided with the legal and regulatory system
block, i.e. Basel II. The fundamental aims were to identify the
provider of the guarantee and the guarantor. This was basically
determined by the legal personality or status and characteristics
of the guarantees granted by the guarantee entity. This would be
linked to other secondary questions such as the relations with the
financial system, the products and operating procedures, etc.
The variables in each of the five blocks established to gather the
required information are described below:
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Legal rules and regulations governing the guarantee
system/scheme: the regulatory framework, legal status,
corporate purpose, capital or ownership structure, consideration
or classification as a financial entity, control and supervision
systems, etc. are fundamental and very important in order to be
able to perform the activity and to identify the entities pursuing
these activities. This is also vitally important in the case of guarantee
systems/schemes, particularly if they are integrated in the financial
system. This block initially included twenty-one variables/questions
to obtain the following relevant information and data: the legal
status or form of the guarantee system/entity; its legal and formal
integration in the financial system of the country of reference;
the corporate purpose; term or duration of the guarantee
system/entity; the source or origin of capital; the characteristics
of the beneficiaries; the participation of MSMEs in the resources
and the governing bodies, etc. This block of variables is very
important for characterising guarantee systems/schemes, since
the concept of “legal status” provides a clear indication of the
legal structure and ultimately the type of entity carrying on a given
economic and commercial activity. The following specific variables
were considered, together with the corresponding questions, in
order to obtain the required information:
■

Type of scheme under which the guarantee activity
is developed (VARIABLE 0). The aim of this variable was to
determine whether the guarantee entity operated under a
scheme generally applicable to a specific activity (system) or
whether the activity was performed by an individual or specific
entity in a given territory.

■

Legal framework in which the guarantee systems/entities
operate (VARIABLE 1). In this case, the aim was to determine
whether the systems/entities operated under the general legal
framework of the country or territory or whether they developed
their guarantee activities within a specific legal framework.

■

Legal status or form adopted (VARIABLE 2). This variable is very
important because it indicates the legal status or form under
which the guarantee activity is performed. The contribution of
resources in the guarantee system/scheme is also very closely
related to the established legal form, since this will, to a greater
or lesser extent, facilitate the influx of these contributions. In this
case, there were four entities:
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a) commercial societies;
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b) commercial societies in which entrepreneurs play an important
role, either directly or indirectly, through their representative
associations or chambers, where they are both “partners” and
“beneficiaries” in the guarantee activity, i.e. “mutualists”;
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c) privately-regulated institutions, such as foundations; and
d) public law entities or institutions where the guarantee activity
is supported by:
A) own capital/resources (public credit bank; public development
bank or agency; public society/entity/institution); or
B) independent liquid capital (regulated public risk coverage
fund - Guarantee Fund (GF)/Risk Fund/Technical Provisions
Fund TPF - Trusts with public resources, etc.) with delegated
administration.
■

Consideration as a financial entity integrated in the financial
sector (VARIABLE 3). The aim was to determine whether the
guarantee entity was considered or classified as a financial entity
in order to establish its level of integration in the financial system
of the corresponding country. Guarantee systems classified as
financial entities are regulated and subject to more rigorous
supervision and controls by supervisory authorities, particularly
in terms of solvency; hence, they must establish more efficient
systems for granting and monitoring guaranteed operations.

■

Regulation by the financial regulator (VARIABLE 4). The aim
was to determine whether the guarantee entity was regulated
and subject to the rules and disciplines of the financial regulator
in the corresponding country or territory.

■

Supervision by the financial supervisor (VARIABLE 5). The aim was to
determine whether the guarantee entity was supervised, controlled and
subject to inspection by the inspection and financial control authorities
in the corresponding country or territory. According to Castellanos
(1996), the advantages of being subject to control by banking supervisory
authorities include the traditional effectiveness of such controls, their
knowledge of financial institutions receiving guarantees and their
capacity to strengthen affinity between guarantors and financial
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institutions. As in variable 3, entities subject to control by banking
supervisory authorities must establish more rigorous systems for
granting and monitoring guaranteed operations/customers.
■

Qualification and weighting of guarantees by the
financial regulator/supervisor ( VARIABLE 6). The aim was
to determine whether guarantees granted and provided
by guarantee entities were “valued” or qualified/rated and
weighted by the financial authorities in the corresponding
country or territory, in order to calculate the capital
requirements and provisions of lending/financial entities.
Entities with “qualified” guarantees were evaluated
according to their solvency, which was determined in this
activity by, among other aspects, quality in the granting and
monitoring of guarantees.

■

Quality standards (VARIABLE 7). The aim was to determine
whether the operative and administrative procedures of the
guarantee system were qualified under the ISO-9001-2000
quality standards.

■

Recognition of guarantees awarded by guarantors according
to Basel II (VARIABLE 8). The aim was to determine guarantee
entities’ perceptions of the classification of their guarantees
according to Basel II Accord criteria or rules.

■

Contractual characteristics of guarantees issued according
to Basel II criteria or rules (VARIABLE 9). The objective was to
determine guarantee entities’ perceptions on the contractual
characteristics of guarantees issued according to Basel II Accord
criteria or rules.

■

Type of audit (VARIABLE 10). The aim was to determine the type
of audit carried out by the guarantee entity.

■

Importance of guarantee activity within the corporate purpose
(VARIABLE 11). The aim was to determine the importance of guarantee
activity within the corporate purpose of the entity granting the
guarantees. Exclusive development of guarantee activities was not the
same as guarantee activities shared with other types of activities.

■

Beneficiaries of the guarantee system/entity (VARIABLE 12).
The aim was to identify the beneficiaries of the system
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according to company size, i.e. to determine whether these
were micro-companies, small or medium-sized firms, or even
important large companies.
■

Main territorial scope (VARIABLE 13). The aim was to determine
the territorial scope of the operations of the guarantee entities
(international, national, regional or local).

■

Main operational/productive scopes (VARIABLE 14). The aim
was to determine the scope of the productive activity of the
beneficiaries of guarantee entities (intersectorial or sectorial).

■

Term or duration of the guarantee activity (VARIABLE
15). The aim was to determine the activity was permanent
(indefinite) or temporary.

■

Origin or source of capital by sector (VARIABLE 16). The aim was
to determine the source or origin of the guarantee system/entity’s
capital: public, majority public, majority private and private.

■

Source of capital in percentage terms (VARIABLE 17). The
aim was to determine, in percentage terms, the source of
the guarantee system/entity’s capital according to its origin:
international donors, public sector, financial institutions, private
sector, business sector or other private sources. If the capital
is private, its owners will have special incentives to control the
solvency of the entity and participate in its management. This
variable was used in recoded form, and a distinction was made
between majority public and majority private systems.

■

Types of public aid or contributions received (VARIABLE 18).
The aim was to determine the characteristics of public sector
capital contributed to the guarantee system/entity.

■

Origin of capital in contributions to the Guarantee Fund of
the guarantee entity (VARIABLE 19). Only in the case of public
contributions to the Guarantee Fund, the aim was to determine
whether these belonged or applied to the equity of the guarantee
entity or whether they were external contributions.

■

Administration and management (VARIABLE 20). The aim was
to determine whether the guarantee entity was administered by
its own governing bodies or by third parties.
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■

Participation of MSMEs in capital, governing bodies and
decisions to grant guarantees (VARIABLE 21). The aim was to
determine the participation of MSMEs in capital, governing bodies
and decisions to grant guarantees. In all cases, the aim was to
determine whether they participated directly and individually,
indirectly through their representative associations or chambers
or did not participate.

Counter-guarantees to support the guarantee system/scheme:
counter or supporting guarantees were included in a specific block
due to their unique characteristics, since they are very specific
supporting guarantees and forms of coverage for guarantee
systems/schemes. This block consisted of five questions to
obtain relevant data and information on the configuration and
characteristics of counter-guarantees, where appropriate. In short,
the aim was to identify the counter-guarantee model supporting
guarantee systems/entities and, where appropriate, information
on the counter-guarantee schemes and their characteristics. The
following specific variables and questions were considered to
obtain the required information:
■

Characteristics of the counter-guarantee coverage
(VARIABLE 22). To determine the configuration of the
counter-guarantee system according to its origins and scope.

■

Recognition of counter-guarantees under Basel I (VARIABLE 23).
To determine the perception of guarantee entities regarding the
possible recognition of counter-guarantees under Basel II Accord
rules or criteria.

■

Maximum counter-guarantee coverage (VARIABLE 24).
To determine the maximum percentage of risk coverage
provided in guarantees granted to guarantee entities under
counter-guarantee arrangements.

■

Average counter-guarantee coverage (VARIABLE 25). To
determine the average percentage of risk coverage provided in
guarantees by counter-guarantees in real operations.

■

Conditions of the counter-guarantee service (VARIABLE 26).
To determine whether counter-guarantee coverage is free for
the guarantee entity or whether there are associated costs and,
if so, the percentage applied.
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Relations of the guarantee system/scheme with the financial system:
the guarantee systems/schemes offer and provide guarantee
coverage to the financial system. Therefore, the characteristics of
this coverage and the relations with providers of capital must be
identified. This block consisted of ten questions to obtain relevant
information and data on a series of basic aspects regarding the
relations of guarantee systems/entities with the financial system,
which provides the capital used by the beneficiaries of the guarantee
systems/entities. From the perspective of informative asymmetries,
the relationships of certain variables in this block are fundamental.
The following specific variables and their corresponding questions
were considered in order to gather the necessary information:
■

Types of entities that accept guarantees (VARIABLE 27). To
determine the types of institutions (financial, public, etc.) that
accept and receive guarantees from guarantee systems/entities.

■

Liability before the financial system (VARIABLE 28). To
determine the type of liability - several or subsidiary - assumed
by the guarantee system/entity before the financial system. If the
guarantor is jointly and severally liable, the system is more efficient
and will achieve greater recognition from financial entities, but this
requires the guarantor to assume greater liability.

■

Method for demanding payment (VARIABLE 29). To determine
the established method for demanding payment, payment
on demand or conditional payment, in relation to the entity
receiving the guarantee. If payment is on demand, the system is
more efficient and will achieve greater recognition from financial
entities. However, this means that guarantors are required to
comply with their payment obligations immediately.

■

Form of payment (VARIABLE 30). To determine the form of
payment, in the event of default or late payment, established
when the guarantee is demanded. When payment is from the
moment the declaration of default is issued, the system is more
efficient and will receive greater recognition from financial
entities. However, in such cases guarantors are required to
comply with their payment obligations immediately.

■

Guarantee mechanism (VARIABLE 31). To determine the
specific mechanism of the guarantee - individual, portfolio or
intermediary - in relation to the credit or financial entity.
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■

■

Relationship with the financial sector (VARIABLE 32). To
determine the type of relationship with the financial sector,
i.e. whether its activity is associated exclusively to one entity
(closed) or whether it is open to the whole financial sector.
Analysis of operations (VARIABLE 33). To determine the way in
which the guarantee system/entity analyses operations.

■

Scope of coverage (VARIABLE 34). To determine the items the
guarantee system/entity’s coverage responsibility.

■

Maximum percentage of coverage (VARIABLE 35). To determine
the maximum percentage of coverage provided by the guarantee
system/entity to the receiver of the guarantee.

■

Mean percentage of coverage (VARIABLE 36). To determine
the mean percentage of coverage provided by the guarantee
system/entity to the receiver of the guarantee. The higher the
percentage coverage, the more efficient the system but the lower
the direct co-liability of the borrower. Higher percentages of
coverage may also reduce the lender’s motivation with respect
to recoveries, but the financial system has a better perception
of the guarantee system/scheme improves.
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Products and operation of the guarantee system/scheme:
the characteristics of the products offered or provided by
guarantee systems/schemes and their operation is additional
information for completing knowledge of same. This block
consisted of twelve questions to obtain relevant information
and data on a series of basic questions regarding the products
offered and the internal operation of the related guarantee
entities/systems. The following specific variables were
considered together with the corresponding questions in
order to obtain the required information:
■

Guarantee products offered (VARIABLE 37). To identify the
products used by the guarantee system/entity.

■

Normal purpose of guarantee operations in system/entity
activities (VARIABLE 38). To determine the application or purpose
of guarantee operations.
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■

Costs of the guarantee service (VARIABLE 39). To determine the
costs paid by users or beneficiaries for the guarantee service and
the related percentages, with respect to both financial and technical
guarantees, corresponding to evaluation commissions, guarantee
commissions, capital contributions, contributions to Technical
Provision Funds, etc. as well as cases when there are no costs.

■

Percentage cost paid by the financial entity (VARIABLE 40). To
determine whether the financial entity pays part of the cost of
the guarantee service and, if so, the corresponding percentage.

■

Price policy in financial guarantees (VARIABLE 41). To determine
the price policy applied by the guarantee system/entity in financial
guarantees, specifically its form of application. When the price is
fixed, the policy will establish higher prices when bad debt ratios
are high. Therefore, the differentiated policy aims to cover the
riskiest projects by increasing the mean price. If the price policy
is fixed, it treats the riskiest and least risky projects on an equal
basis, which means that prices are normally increased to cover
the costs of growing insolvency.

■

Criteria in the case of differentiated costs (VARIABLE 42).
To determine the criteria applied to differentiate the price of
guarantees when the policy is based on differentiated costs.

■

Maximum term of the guarantee (VARIABLE 43). To determine
the maximum term (in months) of the guarantee provided by
the guarantee system/entity.

■

Mean term of the guarantee (VARIABLE 44). To determine
the mean term (in months) of the guarantee provided by the
guarantee system/entity.

■

Term of short-term and long-term operations (VARIABLE 45).
To determine the most common term used by the guarantee
system/entity (short-term or long-term).

■

Maximum amount guaranteed by company/operation
(VARIABLE 46). To determine the maximum amount of guarantee
provided by the guarantee system/entity.

■

Mean amount guaranteed by company/operation
(VARIABLE 47). To determine the mean amount of guarantee
provided by the guarantee system/entity.
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■

Financial cost differential for beneficiaries through guarantee
systems/entities compared with the conditions offered in
the financial market (VARIABLE 48). To determine the percentage
improvement obtained by beneficiaries of guarantee systems/entities
compared with the general conditions offered by the financial system.

Statistical data on the guarantee system/scheme: statistical data on
the performance of guarantee system/scheme activities provided vital
information for evaluating and determining the scope of the activity
and its impact. This block consisted of twelve questions to obtain
relevant information and data on a series of basic aspects relating to
the statistics of the activity of the guarantee systems/entities. The
following specific variables and their corresponding questions were
considered to obtain the required information:
■

Year founded (VARIABLE 49). To determine the year the guarantee
system/entity was founded to determine its experience, term and age.

■

Number of guarantee entities (VARIABLE 50). To determine how
many guarantee entities operate in a given territory or country.

■

Number of beneficiary or associated MSMEs (VARIABLE 51). To
determine how many MSMEs are beneficiaries and/or associates,
in the case of mutual societies, in the guarantee entities operating
in a given territory or country.

■

Capital in capital stock (VARIABLE 52). To determine the
balance or amount of capital in the capital stock of the guarantee
system/entity on the considered date.

■

Capital in Guarantee Funds (VARIABLE 53). To determine
the balance or amount of capital the guarantee system/entity
has invested in guarantee or technical provision funds on the
considered date.

■

Amount of existing guarantees (VARIABLE 54). To determine
the balance or amount of existing guarantees in the guarantee
system/entity’s portfolio on the considered date.

■

Amount of guarantees established in the last year (VARIABLE 55).
To determine the amount of guarantees established in the last year
by the guarantee system/entity. This information was important to
try to mitigate the age effect of the systems/guarantee scheme.
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■

Number of beneficiary and associate MSMEs in the last
year (VARIABLE 56). To determine the number of beneficiary
MSMEs in the last year in the guarantee system/entity.

■

Bad debt ratio (VARIABLE 57). To determine the bad debt ratio
as a percentage of total bad debts on current guarantees.

■

Default ratio (VARIABLE 58). To determine the default ratio as a
percentage of total defaults on matured guarantees.

■

Capital invested in counter-guarantees (VARIABLE 59). To
determine the amount of capital invested capital stock in the
counter-guarantee system on a specific guarantee system/entity.

■

Amount of the counter-guaranteed portfolio (VARIABLE 60).
To determine the balance or amount of the guarantee
system/entity’s portfolio that is counter-guaranteed by the
counter-guarantee system.
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Data of the guarantee system/entity: the specific aim was
to obtain the main information on the guarantee system/entity:
name, domicile, e-mail, telephone, identification details of
the person completing the questionnaire and observations
on the questionnaire.

III.2.2. Nature of the variables
The following block tables show the nature of the variables:
nominal, ordinal or scale.
Nominal variables: when the values were unordered attributes,
e.g. joint and several 1, subsidiary 2.
Ordinal variables: when the values were attributes that could be
ordered, e.g. micro-company = 1, small company = 2, medium-sized
company = 3. They indicated the order but not the quantitative
distance between the numbers.
Scale variable: when the values had metric properties (e.g. 50
percent coverage is double 25 percent coverage).
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LEGAL AND REGULATORY SYSTEM

Table III.1.
NATURE OF THE VARIABLES
VARIABLE
NUMBER

NOMINAL

0

X

1

X

2

X

3

X

4

X

5

X

6

X

7

X

8

X

9

X

10

X

ORDINAL
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11

X

12

X

13

X

14

X

15

X

16

X

17

X

18

X

19

X

20

X

21
COUNTERGUARANTEES

SCALE

X

22

X

23

X

24

X

25

X

26
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VARIABLE
NUMBER

NOMINAL

27

X

28

X

29

X

30

X

31

X

32

X

33

X

34

SCALE

X

35

X

36

X

37

X

38

X

39

X

40

X

41

X

42

X

43

X

44

X

45

X

46

X

47

X

48

X

49
STATISTIC BY GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/ENTITIES

ORDINAL

X

50

X

51

X

52

X

53

X

54

X

55

X

56

X

57

X

58

X

59

X

60

X

Source: own source
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III.2.3. Description of the hypotheses and statistical
techniques used.
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Although only a limited number of observations were obtained,
these were extremely representative due to their proximity to
the population. This meant that the results did not have to be
extrapolated. The scope of the sample was almost 100 percent.
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Qualitative and quantitative variables were used. The former were
dichotomic or dichotomised.
After a prior analysis of the reliability of the questionnaire and
its variables, which allowed us to study the properties of the
measurement scales and their constituent elements and to form
groups, one of the different numerical taxonomy techniques
used was hierarchical cluster analysis because we expected to
obtain categorical data and continuous variables on the metric
properties. We will later analyse the relationships between
the identified variables that “classify” or “group” the systems
with other variables from the different blocks, as well as some
from the “legal and regulatory system”, “relations with the
financial system”, “products and operation” and “performance”
blocks, associated with the additionality of the systems and risk
control. Finally, we will try to identify the characteristics that
most clearly influence the configuration of the profiles of the
different systems.
To summarize, the main techniques used were as follows: hierarchical
cluster analysis; bivariate correlations; contingency tables; factorial
analysis of variance; and exhaustive CHAID analysis.
The statistical packages used to apply these techniques were SPSS
13.017 and the AnswerTree 3.1 programme for the decision trees.
a) Cluster analysis:
From the three possible cluster analysis procedures, hierarchical
cluster analysis was selected. Hierarchical cluster analysis attempts
to identify relatively homogeneous groups of cases based on
selected variables, using an algorithm that starts with each case in
a separate cluster and combines clusters until only one is left. It is
therefore a compositional technique.

17

The SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social
Sciences) programme is
a statistical computer
application that provides
a statistical analysis and
data management system
in a graphic environment
using descriptive menus
and dialogue tables. SPSS
was originally the acronym
for “Statistical Package
for Social Sciences”.The
acronym currently indicates
both the programme and
the company that produces
it. It was created in 1968
by Norman H. Nie, C.
Hadlai (Tex) Hull and Dale
H. Bent. Between 1969
and 1975, the University of
Chicago’s National Opinion
Research Center was
reponsible for developing,
distributing and retailing
the programme. Since
1975, these responsibilities
have been taken over by
SPSS Inc.The programme
allows users to handle
large databases and
also recode variables
and registers according
to their specific needs.
The programme consists
of a base module and
added modules that are
updated continually with
new statistical procedures.
The programme was
originally created for large
computers.The first version
for personal computers
was released in 1984.The
latest available versions
are: SPSS for Windows
13 (2004); and SPSS for
Text Analysis for Surveys
(2004).
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This technique provides the following data: cluster history,
distance (or similarities) matrix; and presence in clusters for
a single solution or set of solutions. It also provides iceberg
diagrams and dendograms: iceberg diagrams provide graphical
representations of the configuration of each cluster; dendograms
represent the aggregation of cases and therefore a map of the
formation of the clusters. This graph presents a rescaled image of
the “distance” at which the clusters start to join, thus providing
analysts with very useful information to determine the number of
clusters to be conserved.
b) Analysis to compare hypotheses
A series of relevant hypotheses were formulated to define the
concepts and characteristics involved in the classification of
guarantee systems/schemes. These hypotheses are shown in
Table 3.1 together with details of the comparative statistical
techniques employed.
The first block included 13 hypotheses to compare the mutual and
non-mutual systems/schemes with respect to certain variables
such as consideration or classification as a financial entity, exclusive
guarantee activity, preferential focus on micro-companies, indefinite
nature of the activity, a larger number of guarantee entities, a larger
number of beneficiaries, a larger portfolio of existing or current
guarantees, higher average amounts, higher mean percentages,
more long-term operations, higher guarantee costs, greater
financing cost savings and a higher proportion of fixed prices.
The second block comprised 11 hypotheses to compare majority
private and majority public systems/schemes with respect to certain
variables, such as those with more society schemes, consideration
as a financial entity, exclusive guarantee activity, preferential focus
on micro-companies, more guarantee entities, more beneficiaries, a
larger portfolio of existing guarantees, higher mean amounts, more
long-term operations, higher guarantee costs, higher financing cost
savings and a higher proportion of fixed prices.
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Hipotheses

Table 1II.2.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES USED ACCORDING TO THE
HYPOTHESES TO BE COMPARED
Description

Statistical instrument
Correlation Contingency
ANOVA
analysis
tables

Hipoteses realted with the entity form
Mutual vs. Non-mutual systems
H1

Mutual systems show a financial entity qualification
more frequently than non-mutual ones

X

H2

Mutual systems show an exclusive activity to
guarantee more frequently than non-mutual ones

X

H3

Mutual systems pay a major attention to
microenterprises more frequently than non-mutual
ones

X

H4

Mutual systems show an indefinite character
more frequently than non-mutual ones

X

H5

Mutual systems have a larger number of entities
than non-mutual ones

X

H6

Mutual systems have a larger number of
beneficiaries than non-mutual ones

X

H7

Mutual systems have a larger guarantee
portfolio amount than non-mutual ones

X

H8

Mutual systems offer average amounts of
guarantee higher than non-mutual ones

X

H9

Mutual systems offer average percentage of
coverage higher than non-mutual ones

X

H10

Mutual systems grant operations with higher
terms than non-mutual ones

X

H11

Mutual systems show a cost of financial
guarantee higher than non-mutual ones

X

H12

Mutual systems show a save of financial costs in
the operations higher than non-mutual ones

X

Mutual systems employ more frequently fixed
H13
prices models than non-mutual ones

X
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Majority private-Majority public systems
Majority private systems show a society scheme
more frequently than majority public schemes

X

Majority private systems show a financial entity
H15 qualification more frequently then majority
public schemes

X

Majority private systems show an exclusive
H16 activity to guarantee more frequently than
majority public schemes

X

Majority private systems pay a major attention
H17 to microenterprises more frequently than
majority public schemes

X

H14

H18

Majority private systems have a larger number
of beneficiaries than majority public schemes

X

H19

Majority private systems have a larger guarantee
portfolio amount than majority public schemes

X

(Cont...)
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Majority private systems offer average amounts
H20 of guarantee higher than majority public
schemes

X

Majority private systems offer average
H21 percentage of coverage higher than majority
public schemes

X

Majority private systems cover operations with
longer terms than majority public schemes

X

H22
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Majority private systems show a sees of financial
H23 costs in the operations higher than majority
public schemes

X

H24

Majority private systems employ more frequently
fixed prices models than majority public schemes

X

H25

The participation of the public sector is related
with the average guaranteed amount

X

H26

The participation of the public sector is related
with the average term of the operations

X

The participation of the public sector is related
H27 with the cost of the financial guarantee of the
operations

X

The participation of the public sector is related
with the average percentage of coverage

X

The participation of the public sector is related
H29
with the outstanding guarantee portfolio

X

The participation of the public sector is related
with the numer of beneficiaries

X

H28

H30

Financial-Non FinanciaI entities
Systems recognized as financial entities
H31 show a larger number of beneficiaries than
non financial ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities have
H32 an outstanding guarantee portfolio higher than
non financial ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities offer
H33 average amounts of guarantee higher than non
financial ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities offer
H34 average percentage of coverage more reduced
than non financial ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities grant
H35 operation with larger terms than non financial
ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities show
H36 a cost of financial guarantee higher than non
financial ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities show a
H37 save of financial costs in the operations higher
than non financial ones

X

Systems recognized as financial entities show
H38 a higher proportion of differntiated pices per
operation than non financial ones

X

Historical Factors
H39

The age of the systems is related with the
number of beneficiaries

X

H40

The age of the systems is related with the
outstanding guarantee portfolio

X

Source: own source
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Six (6) hypotheses were formulated on the relationship of public
sector participation with respect to certain variables, including
the following: average amount guaranteed; average term; cost of
the guarantee; mean percentage of coverage; larger portfolio of
current guarantees; and larger number of beneficiaries.
Eight (8) hypotheses were also formulated on the relationship of
the financial or non-financial nature of the entity in question with
respect to certain variables, including the following: larger number
of beneficiaries; larger portfolio of current guarantees; higher mean
amounts; longer term operations; higher guarantee cost; greater
financing cost savings; and larger proportion of differentiated prices
per operation.
Finally, two (2) hypotheses were formulated to relate a context
variable such as “age” with respect to the number of beneficiaries
and the portfolio of current guarantees.
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The response level
was very acceptable.
However, as is often
the case, no responses
were obtained to some
questions from some
entities or systems,
although their number
was not significant.

The techniques used were Spearman’s correlations (for quantitative
variables, since we assumed that these were not distributed
normally), contingency tables (for qualitative variables) or ANOVA
analysis to measure the dependence of certain quantitative variables
on a given factor (qualitative variable).

b.1. Analysis of bivariate correlations
The analysis of bivariate correlations allowed us to measure
how the variables or orders of ranges were related. Before
performing the analysis, the data had to be inspected in order
to detect and eliminate any atypical values, as well as any
evidence of linear relationships.
The coefficient used was Spearman’s rho since there was no
certainty of normal distribution in the variables, particularly
when the observation number was small18 and certain variables
were expressed in orders of ranges.
The bilateral probability test was used to determine significance
because, a priori, we did not know the direction of the
association. Finally, correlations were deemed to be significant
at 0.01 level.
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b.2. Contingency tables
Contingency tables were useful for creating combined
distributions of two or more variables and enabled a series of
association tests and measurements to be performed between
variables for the two-dimensional tables. When using “layers” 20,
the association statistics for each level of the layer can be
calculated. No control variables were used in this study20.
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The following statistics were used to measure association,
depending on the nature of the variables and the type of table21:
Pearson’s chi-square test and the likelihood-ratio test, for
different two-row two-column tables.

19

Control variables,
such as those that
generate a bidimensional
distribution for each
value in the layer or
in the combinations of
different layers, if there
is more than one control
variable.
20
There were two
reasons for this: firstly,
the real objective of the
analysis, as explained
later; and secondly,
given the small number
of observations, if
the database was
fragmented due to the
use of control variables,
the results obtained
would not be conclusive.

21

When both variables are metric, the result of the chi-square
test is the linear-by-linear association. Yates’ corrected
chi-square test (correction by continuity) was used in the
two-row two-column tables.
Since both variables are sometimes expressed on a nominal
scale, the contingency coefficient was also used rather than
Cramer’s Phi or V test, Lambda or the uncertainty coefficient,
etc. since the former was easier to interpret.

b.3. Factorial analysis of variance
To compare the different factor levels in the guarantee systems/entities,
these were translated into different results. Scheffe’s test was used to
compare differences between means for different factor levels and
Bonferroni’s and Tukey’s tests for multiples.

Distinguishing 2 x 2
tables from the rest.
22
As mentioned
previously, we were
uncertain as to the
distribution of the
variables.

In addition to the descriptive data for each group, Levene’s test
was calculated to compare the equality of variances; this test
that does not depend on the assumption of normality22 .

23

This is a hierarchical
decompositional
technique. Based on
the assumption that all
the observations belong
to the same group or
class, it searches for
classification rules that
assign observations to
classes.Therefore, this
is an inverse process to
that involved in cluster
analysis.

c) CHAID analysis
CHAID (Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detector) analysis
was used to identify the characteristics (variables) and profiles
(values of variables) that made certain systems/entities different
from others. This is a computerised learning system that creates
classification systems in the form of decision trees. In other
words, this data-based technique provides decision rules for the
classification of a set of present or future observations23.
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Of the four analytical methods offered by this software, CHAID
(Kass, 1980), exhaustive CHAID (Biggs, 1991), C & RT (Breiman,
1984) and QUEST (Loh and Shih, 1997), the second algorithm
was chosen. The exhaustive CHAID algorithm is a modification
of the CHAID24 that performs a more detailed analysis of all
the possible divisions of each variable generated by a division
(“predictor”).
A criterion variable had to be established. This could be nominal,
ordinal or scale (discreet), and would contain information relating
to the groups or segments to be studied. In this case, the criterion
variables used were all nominal.
The variables that would “explain” the criterion variable were then
selected. The algorithm selects the predictor variables in each
segmentation level25. In this study, all the variables were included
with the logical exception of the transformed and recoded variables
of some original variables, to avoid information redundancy, thus
allowing the algorithm (exhaustive CHAID algorithm) to select the
best predictors.
The solution provides information not only on each predictor but
also on the different levels or categories of predictor26, allowing
the profile of each segment to be identified.
Finally, in addition to the decision tree, an “erroneous classification
matrix” was also obtained; this was a summary of the number
of correctly and incorrectly classified observations, as well as an
estimate of the risk.

III.3. The sample and population used to gather
information
The final sample of 50 surveys, which practically coincided with the
population, comprised thirty guarantee systems/schemes/entities,
members of the European Mutual Guarantee Association (AECM)27,
as well as twenty other systems/entities/schemes from other
European countries. Although the number of observations was
limited, it was extremely representative due to its proximity to the
population. Therefore, the results did not have to be extrapolated.
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Chi square Automatic
Interactive Detector.
25

Segmentation rules.

26

If continuous
variables are used
as explanatory
variables, the algorithm
categorizes them.
27

The AECM (European
Mutual Guarantee
Association), founded
in 1992, operates
as an open and
democratic organisation,
independent of any
political or financial
group. It currently
represents companies
or federations that
act as a network of
guarantee societies
in 17 countries in the
European Economic
Space (EES). Its main
objectives are as follows:
represent the common
interests of its members;
consolidate and develop
the role of guarantee
societies as a special
instrument to strengthen
SMEs; promote legal
system harmonization
and improve the
financial conditions of
companies; foster the
exchange of information
among its members;
and present suggestions
and proposals to
involve different parties
in economic policies,
including the European
Union.
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There are no initiatives in Ireland, Norway, Albania or Ukraine
and no information is available on Cyprus, Iceland, Belarus,
Moldavia, Bosnia, and Macedonia, although these countries
do have guarantee programmes for investments by foreign
companies operated through development agencies or banks
financed by the World Bank (e.g. the programme of AGA, the
Albanian Guarantee Agency).
The following collectives were targeted:

28
After the Assembly
meeting in May 2006,
the Association has
29 federations or
companies that are full
members.

■

Directors/Managers of European guarantee entities.

■

Directors/Managers of European guarantee system/scheme
associations and federations.

■

Directors/Managers of European support guarantee societies,
where appropriate.

Table 3.2 lists the European guarantee systems/schemes/entities
surveyed with their name, country, age and number of guarantee
entities, and grouped as members or non-members of the AECM28.
The information was compiled through surveys performed from
May 2005 to May 2006. After analysing the data obtained with
the questionnaire, some of the survey participants were asked
about their reasons for not answering certain questions. Certain
misinterpreted concepts in the initial questionnaire were also
clarified. Secondary sources were also consulted on specific
occasions, such as reports or information obtained from web sites
on the Internet.
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Table II1.3.
GUARANTEE SCHEMES/SYSTEMS/ENTITIES:
AGE AND NUMBER

Country

Austria

Belgium

SYSTEM/SCHEME/
ENTITY

Year Entities

AWS

2001

1

BÜRGSCHAFTS
GESELLSCH

1954

SCM/MOB

1929

Country
Republic of
Slovakia

SCHEME/
Year Entities
SYSTEM/ ENTITY
SZRB

1991

1

4 Spain

SGR / CESGAR

1978

22

6

TESKOMB

1951

943

KREDI GARANTI
FONU

1991

1

Turkey

SOWALFIN

2002

1

Czech
Republic

CMZRB

1992

1

TOTAL AECM

Estonia

KREDEX

2000

1 Belgium

FONDS
BRUXELLOIS DE
GARANTIE

1959

1

Finland

FINNVERA

1999

1 Bulgaria

GUARANTEE
FUND FOR
MICROCREDITING

2001

1

40 Croatia

SOCAMA

1917

France

SIAGI

1966

SOFARIS

1982

1 Greece

Germany

BÜRGSCHAFTSBANKEN

1949

24 Hungary

HITELGARANCIA

1992

AVHGA

Hungary

Italy

Lithuania
Portugal

Romania

1 Denmark

HAMAG

1994

1

VAEKSTFONDEN

2000

1

TEMPME, SA

2004

1

2001

7

1 Latvia

LATVIJAS
GARANTIJU
AGENTURA

2003

1

1991

1 Luxembourg

MC ET D´AIDE
AUX ARTISANS

1949

2

MVA

1991

1 Malta

GUARANTEE
SCHEME

2005

1

FEDARTFIDI

1957

289 Holland

SNA BBMKB

1987

1

FEDERCONFIDI

1957

81

NCGF - KFPF

1994

1

FINCREDIT

1957

25

PLGA

1994

61

FONDOS
REGIONALES DE
GUARANTEE

1995

11

FEDERASCONFIDI

1957

50 Russia

FEDERFIDI

1957

30 Serbia

FONDO INTERBANCARIO 1961

1

INVEGA

1

2001

RURAL GUAR. FUND LTD. 1997

Slovenia

GF

2003

1

RCZRA

1997

11

SEF

2004

1

1 Sweden

SKGF

1999

8

CCAM

1930

12

SAFFA

1931

1

1981

1

SPGM / SCM

1994

4

FGC RURAL

1994

1

RLGF SMES

1993

United
1
Kingdom

SFLG

NCGF

2001

1

TOTAL SAMPLE

Switzerland
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1,536

MGC

Poland
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1,661

Source: AECM and own source
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III.4. Validation of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was validated by analysing its capacity, validity and
reliability, the aim being to calibrate the measurement instrument
and thus avoid potential errors whenever possible.
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4. RESULTS OF THE EMPIRICAL STUDY TO
CLASSIFY GUARANTEE SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
This chapter presents the main results obtained with the different
analysis techniques to develop an international classification of
guarantee systems/schemes:

4.1. Presentation of the descriptive results (frequencies
and mean values)
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The following table presents the main descriptive results of the
European guarantee systems/schemes:

Table 4.1.
DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS (frequencies)

System/entity
classification

Public

Private

No
mutual

Mutual

50
50
49
40

56,7
43.3
51,7
36,7

40,0
60,0
45,0
45,0

51,6
48.4
46,7
35,5

47,4
52.6
52,6
47,4

24

3,3

55,0

3,2

57,9

20

13.3

30,0

12,9

31.6

56

83,3

15,0

83,9

10,5

54
46
56
44
68
32

50,0
50.0
56,7
43,3
76,7
23,3

60,0
40,0
55,0
45,0
55,0
45,0

51,6
48,4
51,6
48,4
80,6
19,4

57,9
42,1
63,2
36,8
47,4
52,6

Fixed cost for all kinds of
51
operations and users

44,8

60,0

43,3

63,2

Different cost according to
37
established criteria

34,5

40,0

36.7

36,8

12
25
Between 2 percent and 3
2
Between 1 percent and 2
31
Less than 1
16
There is no cost differential 27

20,7
24,1
3,4
20,7
13,8
37,9

0,0
25,0
0,0
45,0
20,0
10,0

20,0
22,6
3.2
22,6
12,9
38.7

0,0
27,8
0,0
44,4
22,2
5,6

Financial institution
Non financial institution

Supervised by the financial supervisor
Guarantee certified and approved
Direct
Type of
participation
Indirect
of beneficiaries
regarding decision Nothing

Type of
responsability
Type of payment
Mode of payment

Main price policy

Joint liability
Respondant superior
Upon initial notification
Determined
Default (losses)
Morosos

Mixed cost

More than 3

Financial cost
differential

Source: own source
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• The majority public and mutual guarantee systems have more
characteristics in common with financial entities.
• The mutual guarantee and majority public systems are supervised
slightly more strictly by financial supervisory authorities.
• The mutual guarantee and majority private systems have better
qualified and weighted guarantees.
• In mutual guarantee systems, beneficiaries participate more in
decision-taking.
• In majority private and mutual guarantee systems, most guarantees
are joint and several.
• In mutual guarantee systems, claims for payment are more often
on demand.
• In majority public and non-mutual systems, payment is on default;
in mutual systems/entities, default payments are noteworthy.
• In mutual systems, a large proportion of price policies are fixed.
• Mutual and majority private systems obtain better financial terms
and conditions (interest rates) for their beneficiaries/users.
Table 4.2.
DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS (mean values)
GENERAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THE SYSTEM/ENTITY

Average contribution of
resources donors
International public donors
(percent)
Public institutions (percent)
Private financial institutions
(percent)
Bussiness Community (percent)
Average percentage of coverage
Commission of guarantee on
financial guarantees
Average term of the guarantee
portfolio (months)

Total

Mean Values

Mean

Std. Dev.

Public

5,18

16,70

8,6

Private

Non
mutual

0,0

8.4

Mutual

0,0

56,53

43,88

88,1

9,2

82,2

14.6

13,44

28.80

2,9

29,3

9,3

20,3

24,84

39,02

0,3

61,6

0,2

65,.1

62,88

18,14

58,1

69,8

56,9

72,4

1,66

1,01

1,56

1,82

1,72

1,54

60

26

61

58

59

61

Average guaranteed amount

114.889

169.949 145114

69.577

139.329

70.621

Number of micro, small
and medium-sized business
beneficiaries

76.107

244.031

19.278

153873

17930

182.621

Outstanding guarantees (in
thousands of €)

948.043 1.733.913 680.815

1.299,659

631.976 1.537.605

Source: own source
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• Majority public systems are characterised by strong public
sector contributions; in majority private and mutual systems,
contributions are mainly from the business sector.
• In mutual and majority private systems, the percentage (percent)
of coverage is higher.
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• Guarantee costs are lower in mutual systems and higher in
systems with majority private participation.
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• The mean term of guarantees is very similar in the different
systems/schemes.
• The average amount guaranteed in majority public systems
is double the average amount guaranteed in majority
private systems.
• The number of beneficiary MSMEs and the portfolio of current
guarantees are double those in mutual systems and those with
majority private participation.

IV.2. Main findings for an international classification of
guarantee systems/schemes
After validating the variables, the hierarchical cluster analysis was
performed. The variables used in the analysis, after the validations
and verifications had been performed, were as follows: V2 (legal
form), V3 (consideration as a financial entity in the system), V11
(guarantee activity -corporate purpose), V15 (term or duration),
V17.1 ( percent international public donors), V17.2 ( percent public
sector budget), V17.3 ( percent financial sector contribution), V17.4
( percent business sector contribution) and Name (name of the
entity), the chain variable used to label each case.
These were the validated variables from the legal and regulatory
system block to be applied in the hierarchical cluster analysis and
which were already explained and commented in greater detail in
Chapter 3 of this study.
Variable V17 was also considered, recoded into two variables: V17.1
recoded (majority public sector participation); and V17.2 recoded
(majority private sector participation).
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We will now identify these variables, explain them conceptually
and justify their use in the analysis.
■ Legal

status or form of the guarantee system/scheme
(VARIABLE 2). There were four options: V2.1, relating to companies,
V.2.2, relating to mutual societies; V2.3, relating to foundations
and other figures such as trusts; and V2.4, relating to public
entities. Legal form or status, in addition to being the “permit”
or “authorisation” of any commercial-business entity to develop
its activity, is closely related to the composition and structure
of capital contributed to the guarantee system/scheme and its
origin. The legal status of a guarantee entity is fundamental
because it is must be very clear who grants the guarantee and
who is behind the guarantee. From an operative and functional
standpoint, the chosen legal form also determines the way in
which the system/scheme will operate due to the influence of
the applicable rules and regulations.

CHAPTER 4.
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■ Consideration

as a financial entity integrated in the
financial sector (VARIABLE 3). There were two options: V3.1, if
the guarantee entity was considered to be a financial entity; and
V3.2, if the guarantee entity was not considered to be a financial
entity. This variable is extremely important because it indicates
whether or not the guarantee system/scheme is fully integrated
in the financial system.

■ Importance of guarantee activity in the corporate purpose

(VARIABLE 11). There were two options: V11.1, exclusive activity;
and V11.2, important activity. It was essential to determine
whether the guarantee system/scheme was devoted exclusively
to guarantee activities or whether these activities were
developed in conjunction with other activities. Corporate
purpose was also a determining factor. Guarantee entities or
systems would be largely defined by whether they engaged
exclusively in guarantee activity as part of their corporate
purpose or whether this activity was combined with other
activities (e.g. loans), thus differentiating certain guarantee
systems/schemes from others.
■ Term

or duration of the guarantee activity (VARIABLE 15).
There were two options: V15.1, indefinite or permanent activity;
and V15.2, limited or temporary activity. It was very important to
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determine whether a guarantee system/scheme had an indefinite
(permanent) operative or capital structure or approach or
whether this was limited in time (temporary).
■ Source

of capital (VARIABLE 17 RECODED). The different options of
V17 were recoded into two options: recoded variable V17.1, grouping
the systems/schemes with majority public-sector participation
(100 percent public and majority public-sector participation); and
recoded variable V17.2, grouping systems/schemes with majority
private-sector participation (100 percent private and majority
private-sector participation). Information on the origin or source
of capital is essential because it helps us determine the “ownership”
of the guarantee system/scheme. It not only show who owns
the capital but also the particular way in which this capital has
been captured, and details of the management and development
of the activity. The source of capital (public, private or mixed)
and its specific weight within the total capital of the guarantee
system/entity often determines the decision to select one
guarantee system/scheme model or another.
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■ Source

of capital in percentage terms (VARIABLE 17). The
different options of V17 were recoded into two options: recoded
variable V17.1, which included the original variables V17.1 and
V17.2 indicating the source and percentage of international public
and public sector donors, respectively; recoded variable V17.2,
which included the original variables V17.3 and V17.4, indicating
the source and percentage of private financial and business sector
institutions and other private entities, respectively.

IV.2.1. Summa r y of the clus ter anal ys is r es ult s for
an international clas s if ication of guarantee
systems/schemes
Initially all the European guarantee systems/schemes/entities
to be classified shared a common characteristic, namely
that they all grant guarantees to MSMEs to make it easier for
these enterprises to obtain credit. If only this variable were
considered, all the systems/schemes/entities would be included
in one group. Of course, matters become more complex as each
system/scheme/entity develops this activity. Ultimately, as
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mentioned on various occasions in this study, guarantee
systems/schemes are not homogeneous but heterogeneous and
consequently differ in terms of quality, efficiency and importance.
The cluster analysis results are presented in Table 4.3., which
shows a dendogram of the hierarchical cluster analysis containing
three clusters: the first cluster has twenty-nine guarantee
systems/schemes/entities, the second five and the third fifteen
and there is an isolated datum with only one observation. This
interpretation was corroborated by the results of the distance
matrix. The degree of homogenization of the groups within each
cluster confirmed that there were three and not less.
■

Guarantee systems/schemes/entities with 100 percent
public-sector participation and majority public-sector
participation: from number 30 RCZRA (Slovenia) upwards
through to number 48 Regional Guarantee Funds (Russia)
inclusive. These would practically coincide with the proposed
theoretical classification for guarantee programme.

■

Guarantee systems/scheme/entities with majority private-sector
participation from the financial sector: from number 20 FGCR
(Rumania) downwards through to number 45 CCAM (Switzerland)
inclusive. These would practically coincide with the proposed
theoretical classification for guarantee society

■

Guarantee systems/schemes/entities with majority private-sector
participation from the business sector: from number 18 SPGM
(Portugal) downwards through to number 10 SIAGI (France)
inclusive. These would practically coincide with the proposed
theoretical classification for mutual guarantee society.

■

Number 46 MVA (Hungary) was isolated because it is atypical, due
to its uniqueness (legal status as a foundation, all its resources are
from international donors and its guarantee activity is irrelevant).

These first three large clusters coincided with the proposed
theoretical classification for guarantee societies (mutual societies
would be one example of such societies) and guarantee programmes.
Each hierarchical group analysed revealed the uniqueness of the
defined legal figure (legal and regulatory system). Ultimately it was
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a question of identifying the guarantor and the legal coverage behind
the guarantor. This concurs with the requirements established in
Basel II. Then there were another series of characteristics although
certain primary attributes were clearly fundamental from the
perspective of legal identity or reality that all commercial-business
entities, whether individuals or companies, have in order to “exist”
in any rule of law.
Therefore, analysis of the situation or behaviour of these variables
within the different clusters provides very valuable information for
identifying the profiles of the different groups:
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To summarize, the hierarchical cluster analysis, together with this
complementary information, revealed and confirmed two basic
situations:
1. Group or set of guarantee entities/schemes with majority
public-sector participation in capital (recoded variable V17.1) in
all cases, up to a total of 29.
All the systems/schemes/entities with majority public-sector
participation were mainly supported by capital from the
public sector (in 20 cases out of 29 it was 100 percent
exclusively public and there were also 5 with 75 percent public
participation). Six systems/schemes/entities in this block had
significant participation of international donors, and in some
cases this participation was shared with the financial sector
and, in particular, the business sector.
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DENDOGRAM OF THE HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER ANALYSIS
OF EUROPEAN GUARANTEE SYSTEMS/SCHEMES29.
Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
C A S E
Label

0

5

10

15

20

25

Num.
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29

Statistics contain
the cluster history,
distances matrix and
range of solutions from
a minimum of 2 clusters
to a maximum of 4.

FONDOS REGIONALES DE

48

GUARANTEE FUND FOR M

50

FONDS BRUXELLOIS DE

39

GF (Serbia)

43

FONDO INTERBANCARIO

15

KREDEX (Estonia)

8

SFLG (UK)

29

MALTA ENTRERPRISE GU

31

HAMAG (Croacia)

40

NCGF - KFPF (Polonia)

42

SZRB (Eslovaquia)
SNA BBMKB (Holanda)
FINNVERA (Finlandia)

6
28
9

NCGF (Rumanía)

22

TEMPME, SA (Grecia)

27

INVEGA (Lituania)

16

AWS (Austria)
SOWALFIN (Bélgica)

2
5

LATVIJAS GARANTIJU A

34

CMZRB (Czech Rep.)

19

MGC (Hungría)

47

RURAL CREDIT GUARANT

17

PLGA (Polonia)

32

VAEKSTFONDEN (Dinama

26

SEF (Eslovenia)

33

SOFARIS (Francia)

12

HITELGARANCIA (Hungr

21

AVHGA (Hungría)

13

RCZRA (Eslovenia)

30

FGCR (Rumanía)

20

RLGF (Rumanía)

23

SAFFA (Suiza)

44

Verband der Bürgscha

1

CCAM (Suiza)

45

SPGM (Portugal)

18

SKGF (Suecia)

49

Bürgschaftgesellsch

3

SOCAMA (Francia)

11

TESKOMB (Turquía)

25

FEDERFIDI (Italia)

37

FINCREDIT - CONFAPI

38

SCMOB (Bélgica)

4

FEDARTFIDI (Italia)

14

FEDERCONFIDI (Italia)

36

FEDERASCONFIDI (Ital

35

MC ET D’AIDE AUX ART

41

CESGAR (España)

7

KGF (Turquía)

24

SIAGI (Francia)

10

MVA (Hungría)

46

Source: own source
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2. Group or set of guarantee entities/schemes with majority private
participation in capital (recoded variable V17.2) in all cases, up to
a total of 20. As mentioned previously, this group contained two
well-differentiated clusters, noteworthy for their high degrees
of homogeneity in terms of:
2.1. Group or set of guarantee entities/schemes with majority
private participation in capital (recoded variable V17.2)
with majority financial sector participation in all cases.
There were five specific cases in this block, from number
20 FGCR (Rumania) downwards through to number
45 CCAM (Switzerland) inclusive, forming a type of
differentiated group (of the 5 cases, 3 were participated
in exclusively by entities from the financial sector).
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2.2. Group or set of guarantee entities/schemes with majority
private participation in capital (recoded variable V17.2)
with majority participation of the business sector
(specifically 2 cases shared majority participation with the
financial sector). There were 15 cases, of which 7 were
participated in exclusively by the business sector and
another 3 with participation levels above 75 percent.
S i g n i f i c a n t l y, i n t h e m a j o r i t y p r i v at e l y- h e l d
systems/schemes/entities there was majority business
sector participation in the known mutual guarantee
systems where there was only one case of business
participation or participation together with financial
and public institutions in other cases.
To summarise, it seems that recoded variable V17 (variable V17
corresponding to the composition of capital) clearly defines the
classification of the guarantee systems/schemes/entities initially
into two very well-differentiated groups: those with public majority
participation; and those with private majority participation.
From this standpoint, we could conclude that an analysis of the
different variables of the guarantee systems/schemes with majority
public participation compared with those of majority private
participation would clearly reveal the differential characteristics of
one group with respect to another. Additionally, these variables
should be analysed to compare mutual and non-mutual guarantee
systems/schemes with the same objective.
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Our observations revealed that all the systems/entities in the
majority private group (including the mutual systems/entities) had
the following characteristics: society schemes (V2.1 and V2.2);
exclusive guarantee activity (V11.1); and indefinite or permanent
term (V15.1.).

CHAPTER 4.

Table 4.4.

RESULTS OF THE
EMPIRICAL STUDY TO
CLASSIFY GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES

VARIABLES

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAJORITY PUBLIC OR PRIVATE
GUARANTEE SYSTEMS/SCHEMES/ENTITIES ACCORDING
TO SPECIFIC VARIABLES

MAJORITY PUBLIC

2

Legal status

3

Consideration A high percentage of guarantee
as financial
entities are considered to be
financial entities. Proportionally this
entity
percentage is higher in corporate
entities and in public banks (due to
their legal status).

A high percentage
of mutual systems/
schemes that are not 100
percent private and are
publicly participated are
considered to be financial
entities.

2

Corporate
purpose

In a high percentage the activity is
shared with other activities (e.g.
lending) particularly in public entities
(banks).

Exclusive dedication to
guarantee activities.

15

Term or
duration

Combination mainly of temporary
All are termless, indefinite
systems and indefinite or permanent or permanent.
ones (practically corporate systems).

17
Composition
(recoded) of capital
17

Source of
capital

Combination of majority public
institutions (banks, agencies and
public entities) and other majority
public commercial (corporate)
societies.

MAJORITY PRIVATE

Mainly use mutual
commercial society
schemes, with business
participation, and some
(corporate) societies with
majority financial-sector
participation.

Majority public capital in all cases.

Majority private capital in
all cases.

A high percentage are 100 percent
public. This participation is not
exclusive in the case of certain
specific corporate systems, in which
participation is shared with the
financial sector and with minority
business sector participation.

The majority correspond
almost exclusively to
mutual schemes with very
strong or often exclusive
participation of the
business sector.

Source: own source
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Table 4.4 defines the situation very clearly. The rows in the table
show the selected variables and the two columns the two basic
groups obtained: the majority public group; and the majority
private group. This allowed us to establish a priori certain profiles
or basic characteristics of each group.
This serves to reaffirm the methodology used to implement a
guarantee system in a given country. In this case, the first question
that has to be answered by decision makers is always how they are
going to approach their public or private-mixed guarantee system
because their decision is crucial to the type of system that will be
developed, since it will lead directly to one very defined guarantee
system/scheme or another.
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These data confirm that an initial classification based the
private or public origin of capital in European guarantee
systems/schemes/entities is consistent. Capital in the context
of a liberal economy is intrinsically linked to legal status or entity
or legal form of developing commercial activities (variable 2).
When analysing recoded variable V17.2 and variables V.17.3
and V17.4, we noted that these variables corresponded to
the characteristics of commercial societies. Analysis of the
groups or clusters clearly identified the groups or clusters
with business-sector participation and those which could be
identified as mutual systems/entities. Consequently, within the
scope of private law, where there is a basic private capital
component, we were able to confirm the existence of a group
of guarantee societies with two subtypes:
a) guarantee societies;
b) the mutual guarantee societies.
Societies are consequently created for indefinite or permanent
terms (variable 15). They are the result of social agreements
between parties and their sole corporate purpose is the granting
of guarantees (variable 11). These characteristics were evident in
all the cases in this group.
The source or origin of capital (recoded variable V17.1 and variables
V17.1 and V17.2), in the context of public law, was clearly identified
in one cluster.
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Consequently, under public law, whenever there is basic
component of public capital, we may also confirm the existence
of a group of guarantee programmes with two subtypes:
a) guarantee programmes structured on public institutions
(public credit entities, public development agencies, public
societies, and even public trusts) with public funds assigned
in the managing institution; and
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b) guarantee programmes structured on public entities
(ministries) either with funds from public budgets or with
financially-independent public liquid capital, normally called
guarantee funds, with delegated management.
These modalities represent administrative or governmental agreements
with normally specific terms (variable 15), and the guarantee activity
often complements (variable 11) the main activities of the entity or
organisation performing or managing the guarantee activity.
In short, the classification of guarantee schemes/systems/entities
is influenced by the source or “ownership” of the capital (recoded
variable V17 and original variable V17) and this is undoubtedly
reflected in the legal status or identity (variable 2) adopted by the
system/entity to develop this activity.
In other words, a guarantee scheme, like any financial entity, does not
operate or develop without capital or resources. As revealed in this study,
the origin/source or ownership of such resources clearly conditions the
legal form under which the guarantee activity is carried out.
This is closely related with the Basel II Accord, where the
recognition of “guarantors” is fundamental from the perspective of
legal-financial security, the characteristics of the guarantees granted
by these guarantors and the way in which risks are managed.
To summarize, Basel II identifies guarantors and their coverage
characteristics as risk mitigation factors. Consequently, legal status or
form, which is determined by the source or origin of capital/ownership,
is of fundamental importance in the recognition and evaluation of
guarantors, and this is crucial for guarantee schemes. It is therefore a
question of identifying what or who grants the guarantee.
This would seem to define everything very clearly and simply, but
this is the situation revealed in our analysis.
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IV.3. Characteristics of the dif ferent t ypes of
guarantee systems /schemes and their
performance
Given the nature and objectives of this research, it was important
to analyse and demonstrate empirically the relationship existing
between certain variables for which information was obtained
through the survey, in order to confirm the results obtained from
another perspective. In the case of the variables expressed on the
metric scale, as mentioned previously the correlations measured
using Spearman’s rho coefficient and the bilateral significance test30
were used, and only coefficients with values marked as significant
at 0.01 were selected.
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30

As indicated
previously, a priori
there is no knowledge
on the direction of this
relationship.

IV.3.1. Summary of results obtained in the analysis to
compare hypotheses to identify the characteristics of
the guarantee systems/schemes
After comparing and analysing the different hypotheses, we set
forth below a number of summary tables presenting the results
obtained for each block of variables, according to the different
variables used. These blocks were basically the following: the legal
and regulatory system; relations with the financial system; products
and operation of the guarantee system/scheme; and statistical and
activity performance data.
a) Legal and regulatory framework
From a classification standpoint, results clearly showed that the majority
private group was characterised by the use of society schemes in the
development of guarantee activity, compared with the other majority
public group. This finding is very important because the theoretical
proposal referred to the systems/entities in the majority private
group as “guarantee societies” due to this characteristic. Obviously,
this hypothesis was not formulated for the mutual systems/schemes
because, by definition, these are society schemes.
Our findings also showed that, from a classification standpoint, the
corporate schemes of the mutual and majority private systems were
characterised by their exclusive dedication to guarantee activities,
their creation or establishment for permanent and indefinite terms
and their preferential focus on microcompanies.
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Table 4.5.
HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS REFERRED TO LEGAL AND
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

MUTUAL AND NON-MUTUAL SOCIETIES

HYPOTHESIS

CHAPTER 4.
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RESULTS

COMMENTS

1: Mutual systems are more
often classified as financial
entities than non-mutual
systems (V3).

Rejected. Both
variables were
independent.

From a classification standpoint,V3
was confirmed as not significant.
This confirms that consideration as
a financial entity does not depend
on the mutual or non-mutual
character of the system.

2: Mutual systems develop
guarantee activities
exclusively more often than
non-mutual systems (V11).

Accepted (Chi
From a classification standpoint,
square = 10.068, it was confirmed that the mutual
p = 0.02).
group develops guarantee
activities exclusively.

3: Mutual systems focus
more on micro-companies
than non-mutual systems
(V12).

Accepted (Chi
square = 4.989,
p = 0.035).

4: Mutual systems are
created for indefinite or
permanent terms more
often than non-mutual
systems (V15).

Accepted (Chi
From a classification standpoint,
square = 11.918, it was confirmed that mutual
p = 0.001).
group entities are created for
indefinite or permanent terms.
This indirectly confirms their
corporate nature.

From a classification standpoint,
it was confirmed that the
mutual group focuses mainly on
microcompanies.

14: Majority private systems Accepted (Chi
have corporate schemes
square = 38.910,
more often than majority
p = 0.000).
public systems (V2).

From a classification standpoint,
it was confirmed that majority
private schemes uses corporate
schemes more often than majority
public schemes.This aspects
was very important because the
proposed theory referred to
schemes in the majority private
group as “guarantee societies” due
to this characteristic.

15: Majority private systems Rejected. Both
are classified as financial
variables were
entities more often than
independent.
the majority public systems
(V3).

From a classification standpoint,
it was confirmed that this was
not significant. It proves that
consideration as a financial
entity does not depend on the
majority private or majority
public character of the system.
(However, there were more
“financial entities” in the
majority public group)

16: Majority private systems Accepted (Chi
develop guarantee activities square = 15.686,
exclusively more often than p = 0.000).
majority public systems
(V11).

From a classification standpoint,
it was confirmed that the
majority private schemes very
clearly develop guarantee
activities exclusively.

17: Majority private systems Accepted (Chi
focus more on microsquare = 5.426,
companies than majority
p = 0.033).
public systems (V12).

From a classification standpoint,
it was confirmed that majority
private schemes focus more on
micro-enterprises.

Source: own source
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b) Relations with the financial system
Within the context of the classification of guarantee systems/schemes,
it was also confirmed that mutual and majority private schemes
offered higher mean percentages of guarantee coverage than
non-mutual and majority public schemes.
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From a classification standpoint, the financial or non-financial variable
was not related to mean percentages of guarantee coverage.
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Table 4.6.
HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS RELATED WITH THE FINANCIAL
SYTEMS

FINANCIAL AND
NON-FINANCIAL
ENTITIES

MAJORITY PRIVATE MUTUAL AND
AND MAJORITY
NON- MUTUAL
PUBLIC SYSTEMS
SCHEMES

HYPOTHESIS

RESULTS

COMMENTS

9: Mutual systems/
Accepted (Chi
entities offer higher mean square = 10.101, p
percentages of guarantee = 0.003).
coverage than non-mutual
systems/entities (V36).

From a classification
standpoint, it was
confirmed that the mutual
group offered higher mean
percentages of guarantee
coverage.

21: Majority private
Accepted (Chi
systems/entities
square = 5.279,
offer higher mean
p = 0,026).
percentages of
guarantee coverage than
majority public systems/
entities (V36).

From a classification
standpoint, it was
confirmed that majority
private systems/entities
offer higher mean
percentages of guarantee
coverage.

34: Systems recognised Rejected. Both
as financial entities
variables were
offer higher mean
independent.
percentages of
guarantee coverage than
non-financial systems.

From a classification
standpoint, it was
confirmed that this was
not significant.This proves
that the mean percentages
of guarantee coverage do
not depend on the financial
or non-financial nature of
the entity in question.

Source: own source
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c) Products and operation
From the standpoint of the classification of guarantee systems/schemes,
it was also confirmed that mutual and majority private schemes
were associated with greater financial cost savings in terms of
the conditions (interest rates) established in guaranteed financial
operations than those in non-mutual and majority public schemes.
It was also observed that mutual guarantee schemes have fixed
price policies and majority public guarantee schemes have higher
average prices.
From a classification standpoint, the financial or non-financial
variable was not related to all the hypothesis variables compared.

MUTUAL AND NON-MUTUAL SYSTEMS

Table 4.7.
HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS RELATED WITH PRODUCTS AND
OPERATION
HYPOTHESIS

RESULTS

8: Mutual systems offer
higher average guarantees
than non-mutual systems
(V47).

Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this was not significant. It proves that the average
independent. amounts of guarantees are not determined by the
mutual or non-mutual nature of the system.
(However, the average of non-mutual systems was
more than double that of mutual systems)

COMMENTS

10: Mutual systems guarantee Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
longer term operations than variables were this variable was not significant. It proves that the long
non-mutual systems (V45).
independent. term nature of operations is not determined by the
mutual or non-mutual nature of the system. (However,
the average for mutual systems was slightly higher)
11: Mutual systems have
higher guarantee costs than
non-mutual systems (V39).

Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
variables were this variable was not significant. It proves that the cost
independent. of the financial guarantee is not determined by the
mutual or non-mutual nature of the system.
(However, the average of non-mutual systems was lower)

12: Mutual systems offer
greater cost savings in
operations than non-mutual
systems (V48).

Accepted (Chi From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
square = 6.489, the mutual group offered higher cost savings in financial
operations than the non-mutual group.
p = 0.018).

13: Mutual systems present
a higher proportion of fixed
prices per operation than
non-mutual systems (V41).

Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
variables were this variable was not significant. This proves that the
independent. price policy of the guarantee does not depend on the
mutual or non-mutual nature of the system. (However,
the proportion of mutual systems with fixed price
policies was higher).

(Cont...)
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(...Cont.)

MAJORITY PRIVATE AND MAJORITY PUBLIC SYSTEMS

20: Majority private systems
offer higher average
guarantees than majority
public systems (V47).

22: Majority private systems
guarantee longer term
operations than majority
public systems (V45).
23: Majority private systems
offer greater costs savings than
majority public systems (V48).
24: Majority private systems
have a higher proportion of
fixed prices per operation
than majority public systems
(V41).
25: Public sector participation
is related to the average
amount guaranteed.
26: Public sector participation
is related to the average term
of operations.
27: Public sector participation
is related to the cost of the
financial guarantee.

FINANCIAL AND NON-FINANCIAL ENTITIES

28: Public sector participation
is related to the average
percentage of coverage.

33: Systems recognised
as financial entities offer
higher average guarantees
than those that are not.
35: Systems recognised as
financial entities guarantee
longer term operations
than those that are not.
36: Systems recognised as
financial entities present
higher financial guarantee
costs than those that are
not.
37: Systems recognised as
financial entities offer higher
cost savings in operations
than those that are not.
38: Systems recognised as
financial entities present
a higher proportion of
differentiated price policies
than those that are not.

Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that this
variables were variable was not significant. This proves that the average
independent. amounts of guarantees do not depend on the majority
private or majority public nature of the system. (However,
the average amount for majority public systems was more
than double that of majority private systems)
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
variables were this variable was not significant. This proves that the
independent. long term nature of operations does not depend on the
majority private or majority public nature of the system.
Accepted (Chi From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
square = 4.435, the majority private schemes achieve higher financial
cost savings.
p = 0.050).
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
variables were this variable was not significant. This proves that fixed
independent. price policy does not depend on the majority private or
majority public nature of the system.
(However, a higher average number of majority private
systems that have fixed price policies)
Accepted (Rho From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
that public sector participation was related to higher
= 0.370, p =
average amounts guaranteed.
0.012).
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves that
independent. the average term of operations does not depend on
public sector participation.
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves that
independent. the cost of financial guarantees does not depend on
public sector participation. (However, a higher average
number of majority public systems that have lower
financial costs)
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
variables were this variable was not significant. This proves that the
independent. mean percentage of coverage does not depend on
public sector participation. (However, a higher average
number of majority private systems have higher
percentages of coverage)
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves
independent. that the average amounts of guarantees do not
depend on the financial or non-financial nature of
the entity.
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant.This proves that
independent. the long-term nature of operations does not depend
on the financial or non-financial nature of the entity.
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves
independent. that the cost of financial guarantees does not
depend on the financial or non-financial nature of
the entity.
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant.This proves that
independent. the cost saving in operations does not depend on
the financial or non-financial nature of the entity.
Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves
independent. that differentiated price policies do not depend on
the financial or non-financial nature of the entity.
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Source: own source
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d) Activity performance data
From the standpoint of the classification of the guarantee
systems/schemes, it was also confirmed that mutual schemes
are significantly related to a larger number of guarantee entities
and to a larger number of beneficiaries. The relationship with
a larger guarantee portfolio was not significant although this
relationship did exist.
Older schemes were also related to more beneficiaries and larger
guarantee portfolios.
The financial entity variable was not related, from a classification
standpoint, to the variables of the compared hypothesis.
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AGE AND
RESULTS

FINANCIAL AND
NON-FINANCIAL ENTITIES

MAJORITY PRIVATE AND MAJORITY PUBLIC
SYSTEMS

MUTUAL AND NON-MUTUAL
SYSTEMS

Table 4.8.
HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS REFERRED TO ACTIVITY
PERFORMANCE
HYPOTHESIS

RESULTS

5: Mutual systems have
Accepted (Chi
more guarantee entities square = 4.017,
than non-mutual systems p = 0.051).
(V50).
6: Mutual systems have
more beneficiaries than
non-mutual systems (V51).
7: Mutual systems have
larger portfolios of
current guarantees than
non-mutual systems.

Accepted (Chi
square = 4.553,
p = 0.039).
Rejected. Both
variables were
independent.

18: Majority private
systems have more
beneficiaries than
majority public systems.

Rejected. Both
variables were
independent.

19: Majority private
Rejected. Both
systems have larger
variables were
portfolios of current
independent.
guarantees than majority
public systems.

29: Public sector
Rejected. Both
participation is related to variables were
the portfolio of current independent.
guarantees.

COMMENTS
From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed that
mutual systems had a significant number of entities
or developed their activity in a country or territory
based on the dissemination of guarantee entities and
not in a single institution for the whole country.
From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
that the mutual group managed a significant
number of beneficiaries.
From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
that this variable was not significant.This proves that
the portfolio of current guarantees was not bound
to the mutual or non-mutual nature of the system.
(However, the average guarantee portfolio of mutual
systems was double that of non-mutual systems).
From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
that this variable was not significant. This proves that
the number of beneficiaries does not depend on
the majority private or majority public nature of the
system. (However, a higher average number of majority
private systems have a larger number of beneficiaries)
From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
that this variable was not significant. This proves
that the portfolio of current guarantees does not
depend on the majority private or majority public
nature of the system.
(However, a higher average number of majority
private systems have larger guarantee portfolios)
From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
that this variable was not significant. This proves
that the portfolio of current guarantees does not
depend on public sector participation.

30: Public sector
participation is related
to the number of
beneficiaries.
31: Systems recognised
as financial entities have
more beneficiaries than
those that are not.

Accepted (Rho From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
= - 0.330, p = that majority public schemes are inversely related
0.027).
to the number of beneficiaries.

32: Systems recognised
as financial entities have
larger portfolios of
current guarantees than
those that are not.

Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves
independent. that portfolio of current guarantees does not
depend on the financial or non-financial nature of
the entity.
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Rejected. Both From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
variables were that this variable was not significant. This proves
independent. that the number of beneficiaries does not depend
on the financial or non-financial nature of the
entity.

39: The age of systems is Accepted (Rho From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
related to the number of = - 0.592, p = that older systems have more beneficiaries.
beneficiaries.
0.000).
40: The age of systems is
related to the portfolio
of current guarantees.

Accepted (Rho From a classification standpoint, it was confirmed
= - 0.549, p = that older systems have larger portfolios of current
0.000).
guarantees.

Source: own source
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V503 is a continuous
variable; hece, as
commented previously,
it is recoded into
categories.

IV.3.2. Summary of the results obtained by CHAID analysis to
identify the characteristics of guarantee systems/schemes
Finally, to complement and compare the results obtained, we
attempted to define the profiles of the guarantee systems/schemes
based on specific criteria. CHAID analysis was used to define the
profile. Three trees were prepared: two for criterion variable V2
mut (recoded variable of the legal status variable in mutual and
non-mutual schemes); and one for the criterion variable V2 priv
(recoded variable of the legal status variable, in majority private
and public schemes). The results obtained are discussed below.
In the first tree (Tree 03–V2 mut), all the variables were used
as explanatory variables, with the logical exception of the original
variable criterion (V2 Legal status). The first predictor that
appeared was the V503 variable (number of guarantee entities in
the system)32 .
As can be observed, for the lowest values in terms of the “number
of guarantee entities in the system” it separated the non-mutual
schemes (90.63 percent) and for the highest values the majority of
mutual schemes (88.19 percent).
In order to establish a profile for mutual and non-mutual schemes,
the “non-mutual” schemes could be defined as those with fewer
guarantee entities in the system (Node 1) and of these, those that
differentiated the cost of the guarantee according to the term
criterion (Node 4: “23”).
As regards the mutual schemes, these had the largest number
of entities in the system (Node 2) and most guarantees in the
portfolio were long term (Node 5).
As can be seen, some observations are incorrectly classified.
To evaluate the predictive capacity of the model, the erroneous
classification matrix was examined. Five incorrectly classified
observations were identified: three mutual schemes had been
classified as non-mutual schemes and two non-mutual schemes had
been classified by the model as mutual schemes; this meant that
the “risk estimate” was acceptable at a level of 0.10 (10 percent).
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Table 4.9.
CHAID ANALYSIS. TREE OF THE CRITERION VARIABLE V2 MUT
(TREE 03-V2 MUT) AND ERRONEOUS CLASSIFICATION MATRIX
RECODIFICADA MUTUALISTA
NODO 0

CHAPTER 4.

CATEGORÍA

%

N

Mutualista

38,00

19

No mutualista
TOTAL

62,00

31

(100,00)

50

RESULTS OF THE
EMPIRICAL STUDY TO
CLASSIFY GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES

Número de entes de garantía del sistema
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0000. Chi-cuadrado=30,9146, gl=1

<=1

>1

NODO 1

NODO 2

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

N

Mutualista

9,38

3

Mutualista

88,89

16

90,63

29

(64,00)

32

No mutualista
TOTAL

No mutualista
TOTAL

No

2
18

Plazo predominante de la cartera de garantía
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0156, Chi-cuadrado=5,8500, gl=1

Diferenciación por plazo
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0145, Chi-cuadrado=8,4598, gl=1

Si, <perdido>

NODO 3

11,11
(36,00)

Largo plazo (más de 3 años)

NODO 4

Corto plazo (menos de 3 años)

NODO 3

NODO 4

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

Mutualista

33,33

3

Mutualista

0,00

0

Mutualista

100,00

13

Mutualista

60,00

3

No mutualista

66,67

6

No mutualista

100,00

23

No mutualista

0,00

0

No mutualista

40,00

2

(18,00)

9

(48,00)

23

(26,00)

13

(10,00)

5

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

N

Matriz de clasificaciones erróneas
Categoría real

Categoría
estimada

Mutualista

No mutualista

Total

Mutualista

16

2

18

No mutualista

3

29

32

Total

19

31

50

Estadísticos de riesgo
Estimación de riesgo

0,1

ET de la estimación de riesgo

0,0424264

Source: own source

The variable that was the first predictor in the tree just analysed
- variable V503 (number of guarantee entities in the system) - was
then extracted from the tree, thus providing criterion variable
“Tree 04–V2 mut”.
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Table 4.10.
CHAID ANALYSIS. TREE OF CRITERION VARIABLE V2 MUT
(TREE 04-V2 MUT) AND ERRONEOUS CLASSIFICATION MATRIX
RECODIFICADA MUTUALISTA
NODO 0
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CATEGORÍA

%

N

Mutualista

38,00

19

No mutualista
TOTAL

62,00

31

(100,00)

50

Coste: Aporte de los recursos propios
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0000. Chi-cuadrado=25,7618, gl=1

< = 0, <perdido>

>0

NODO 1

NODO 2

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

N

Mutualista

18,42

7

Mutualista

100,00

12

No mutualista
TOTAL

81,58

31

(76,00)

38

No mutualista
TOTAL

0,00

0

(24,00)

12

Año de constitución
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0000. Chi-cuadrado=25,4978, gl=1

< = 1954

> 1954

NODO 3

NODO 4

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

Mutualista

100,00

5

Mutualista

6,06

2

No mutualista

0,00

0

No mutualista

93,94

31

(10,0)

5

(66,00)

33

TOTAL

TOTAL

N

Servicios de asesoramiento financiero
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0049. Chi-cuadrado=7,9078, gl=1
SI

NO

NODO 5

NODO 6

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

Mutualista

28,57

2

Mutualista

0,00

0

No mutualista

71,43

5

No mutualista

100,00

26

(14,00)

7

(52,00)

26

TOTAL

TOTAL

N

Matriz de clasificaciones erróneas
Categoría real

Categoría
estimada

Mutualista

No mutualista

Total

Mutualista

17

0

17

No mutualista

2

31

33

Total

19

31

50

Estadísticos de riesgo
Estimación de riesgo

0,04

ET de la estimación de riesgo

0,0277128

Source: own source
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As can be seen, the first predictor that appears is V391 (Cost:
Contribution to equity). This forms a terminal Node (Node 2)
containing 12 of the 19 existing mutual schemes, which would
correspond to systems/schemes/entities with V391 values greater
than zero. The other branch groups all the non-mutual schemes
and the odd mutual scheme (Node 1).
The second predictor for the non-mutual schemes was the year
in which the scheme was founded (V49), which included most of
the mutual schemes excluded from Node 2. Thus, almost all the
mutual entities/systems in this branch were created before 1954
(Node 3). Node 4 contained all the non-mutual schemes.
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The third predictor was variable V37 i.e. the provision of financial
advisory services; most of “non-mutual” schemes do not render
these services (Node 6).
Table 4.11.
CHAID ANALYSIS. TREE FOR CRITERION VARIABLE V2 PRIV
(TREE 01-V2 PRIV) AND ERRONEOUS CLASSIFICATION MATRIX
RECODIFICADA PÚBLICA/PRIVADA
NODO 0
CATEGORÍA

%

N

Privada

72,00

36

Pública
TOTAL

28,00

14

(100,00)

50

Carácter temporal
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0000. Chi-cuadrado=32,1271, gl=1

Indefinido

Temporal

NODO 1

NODO 2

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

Privada

94,44

34

Privada

14,29

2

Pública

5,56

2

Pública

85,71

12

(72,00)

36

(28,00)

14

TOTAL

TOTAL

N

Auditoría Sector Público
Nivel crítico corregido= 0,0396. Chi-cuadrado=4,2363, gl=1

NO

SI

NODO 3

NODO 4

CATEGORÍA

%

N

CATEGORÍA

%

N

Privada

100,00

24

Privada

83,33

10

Pública
TOTAL

0,00

0

(48,00)

24

Pública
TOTAL

16,67

2

(24,00)

12

Matriz de clasificación errónea
Categoría real

Categoría
estimada

Privada

Pública

Total

34

2

36

Pública

2

12

14

Total

36

14

50

Privada

Estadísticos de riesgo
Estimación de riesgo

0,08

ET de la estimación de riesgo

0,0383667

Source: own source
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Therefore, two profiles were identified: mutual schemes, most
with a “Cost: Contribution to equity” higher than zero; and
non-mutual schemes, with a “Cost: Contribution to equity”
lower than or equal to zero (Node 1), and which were founded
after 1954 (Node 4) and which do not render financial advisory
services (Node 6).
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Examination of the “erroneous classification matrix” revealed
that only two observations were incorrectly classified (mutual
schemes classified in the non-mutual group). The risk estimate
was 0.04 (4 percent).
Finally, “Tree 01” used the V2 priv as a criterion variable, which
was a recoded variable of the original “V2 Legal Status” variable.
The first predictor that appeared was the term or duration variable
(V15), which separated the private indefinite schemes from the
public temporary schemes.
The next predictor was the Public sector audit variable (V10). The
majority private schemes (Node 3) did not have public sector
audits, although the schemes that were subject to public sector
audits included a significant number of private schemes (Node 4).
The risk estimate was 0.08 (8 percent). Four observations were
incorrectly classified: two private schemes were classified as
public schemes and two public schemes were classified in the
private group.
IV.3.2.1. Synthesis of the results of the CHAID analysis: certain
characteristics defining the system profiles.
These results largely confirm and contrast with others obtained
using the other analysis techniques, and are coincidental.
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Table 4.12.
CHARACTERISTIES OF THE PROFILE. CHAID ANALYSIS
CHAID ANALYSIS

RESULTS

Tree 03-V2 recod. Mut.
All the variables were
used as explanatory
variables except the
original criterion
variable (V2 Legal
Status).

First predictor: variable 503
(V503: “guarantee entities in
the system”)
The erroneous classification
matrix calculates a risk
estimate of 10.00 percent.

COMMENTS

The non-mutual schemes
had fewer guarantee entities
in the system (Node 1) and
differentiated guarantee costs
according to the term criterion
(Node 4: “23”).
The mutual schemes had more
guarantee entities in the system
(Node 2) and the main term
of the guarantee portfolio was
long term (LT).
The first predictor of
First predictor: variable 391 Two mutual scheme profiles
Tree 03-V2 recod. Mut. (V391: “cost: contribution of were identified: mutual schemes,
most of which have a cost
was extracted from
equity”)
for contributions to equity
the set of explanatory Second predictor: variable
higher than zero; and nonvariables and Tree 04- 49 (V49. “year founded”).
V2 mut was obtained. Third predictor: variable V37 mutual schemes whose equity
(V37: “rendering of financial contributions are lower than
zero (Node 1), which were
services”
The erroneous classification formed after 1954 (Node 4) and
matrix calculates a risk
which do not render financial
advisory services (Node 6).
estimate of 4.00 percent.
Tree 01-V2 recod. priv First predictor: variable 15
The majority private schemes
V2 priv. (recoded
(V15: “term or duration”)
were created for indefinite
variable V2 Legal
Second predictor: variable V10 periods and were not subject to
Status) was used as a
(V10 “public sector audit”).
public sector audits.
criterion variable.
The erroneous classification
matrix calculates a risk
estimate of 4.00 percent.
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Source: own source

IV.3.3. Final summary of results based on the statistical
techniques used
Based on these analyses, according to the hierarchical cluster
analysis, an empirical typology would give two clearly-differentiated
groups: a majority public/public guarantee programme group; and
a majority private group (guarantee societies). The second group
included two clearly differentiated subgroups: mutual schemes
(majority business participation) and purely commercial societies
(majority financial sector participation).
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(private majority)

Guarantee
Systems/
Schemes

Comercial Guarantee
Societies (corporate)
non mutualistic
Mutualistic Guarantee
Societies

Guarantee
Programs

(public majority)

Source: own source

The analysis performed using other statistical techniques confirmed
the profiles of these two groups, as shown in the three “summary
tables” presented below, according to the variables in the “legal
and regulatory system”, “products and operation” and “activity
statistics and performance” blocks.
Table 5.1 shows that the profile of the majority private and mutual
schemes corresponded to guarantee entities with corporate
schemes, exclusive corporate purpose, created for indefinite or
permanent terms and with a main focus on micro-companies,
contrasting with the profile of majority public schemes.
For example, for the majority private group (which included
mutual schemes), it is accepted that the “legal status in corporate
schemes” and “origin/source of majority private capital” variables
are not independent variables, thus confirming Hypothesis 14.
Therefore, defining this group as the “guarantee societies” group
makes perfect sense.
With CHAID analysis, the mutual schemes were characterised
as contributors of capital stock (obviously in commercial society
schemes).
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Table 5.1.
MAIN PROFILE OF SCHEMES ACCORDING TO
“LEGAL AND REGULATORY STATUS”
Society
Scheme

Group

Exclusive
objective

Permanent/
indef.

Majority
private vs.
Majority
public

Accepted (Chi
cuadrado =
38,910, p =
0,000)

Accepted (Chi
Chaid analysis.
cuadrado =
Majority private
15,686, p = 0,000) are indefinite

Mutual vs.
Non Mutual

Chaid analysis.:
mutual systems
contribute with
equity

Accepted (Chi
cuadrado =
10,068, p = 0,02)

Microenterprise
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Accepted (Chi
square = 5,426,
p = 0,033)
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Accepted (Chi
Accepted (Chi
square = 11,918, square = 4,989, p
p = 0,001)
= 0,035)

Source: own source

Table 5.2 shows that for the majority mutual group, the profile
of the guarantee entities was characterised by higher average
percentages of guarantee coverage. The majority public group was
associated with higher average amounts.
Some results were conclusive: a higher average percentage of
coverage depended on the mutual or non-mutual nature of the
system. This confirmed Hypothesis 9. Therefore, these systems
and the majority private systems offer greater coverage to the
financial system in order to eliminate moral risk problems. In the
case of public sector participation, for example, the average prices
of operations were higher, thus confirming Hypothesis 25.
Table 5.2.
MAIN PROFILE OF SCHEMES ACCORDING TO
“PRODUCT AND OPERATIONS”
+ percent of
average coverage

Group

Majority private Accepted (Chi
vs. Majority
square = 5,279, p =
public
0,026)

+ Average
amount

Financial
guarantee cost

Fixed price

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

Mutual vs.
Non Mutual

Accepted (Chi square
Rejected
= 10,101, p = 0,003)

Rejected

Rejected

Public
participation is
related with

Rejected

Accepted (Rho
= 0,370, p =
Rejected
0,012)

Rejected

Source: own source
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33
The mutual and
majority private systems/
schemes/entities were
older on average.

34

Although the contrast
is not significant, the
average guarantee
portfolio of the mutual
systems/schemes/entities
was double that of the
non-mutual ones.

Finally, Table 5.3 (mutual schemes) presents guarantee system/scheme
profiles characterised by larger numbers of guarantee entities, larger
numbers of beneficiaries, larger portfolios of current guarantees and
older systems/schemes.
For example, in the third table the mutual schemes/systems
and “greater financial cost savings” variables were not
independent, thus confirming Hypothesis 12. Therefore, it was
concluded that the mutual systems comply more efficiently,
facilitate beneficiary MSME access to financing and reduce
inherent financial costs. The same was true in the case of the
majority private schemes/systems.
In view of the results obtained, we may conclude that the mutual
and majority private schemes/systems offer greater financial cost
savings to their beneficiaries. In terms of guarantee costs, the
mutual schemes/systems also have fixed price policies, guarantee
longer term operations and have lower capital contribution costs.
The majority public schemes/systems are subject to public sector
audits, differentiate prices on a term basis and do not provide
financial advisory services.

Table 5.3.
MAIN PROFILE OF SCHEMES33 ACCORDING TO
“STATISTICS AND PERFORMANCE34”

Group/Factor
Majority
private vs.
Majority public

Mutual
vs.
Non Mutual

+ Guarantee
+ Financial save
portfolio
Accepted (Chi
--Rejected
Rejected
square = 4,435, p =
0,050)
Accepted (Chi Accepted (Chi
Accepted (Chi
square = 4,017, square = 4,553, p Rejected
square = 6,489, p =
p = 0,051)
= 0,039)
0,018)
+ Entities

+ Beneficiaries

Public
participation --is related with

Accepted (Rho =
Rejected
0,370, p = 0,012)

Age is related

Accepted (Rho
= - 0,592, p =
0,000)

---

Accepted
(Rho = 0,549, p =
0,000)

---

---

Source: own source
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The results of the correlation of the “year of formation”
and “number of beneficiaries” variables show that this was
significant. This result, for example, confirms Hypothesis 39 and
also indicates the sign of the relationship (negative): the older
the scheme/system (founded earlier), the more beneficiaries
the scheme/system has; this confirming our affirmation that
guarantee policies are long-term policies because they need
time to have conclusive effects. Older systems/schemes were
also associated with larger guarantee portfolios.
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The relationship of the “financial” or “non-financial” variable with
all the variables considered in the hypotheses compared in this
study was never significant; hence, from a classification standpoint,
this was not a characterising variable.
These profiles were endorsed, based on certainty and coherence,
by the coinciding results obtained with the different statistical
techniques used, thus confirming and proving the hypotheses
compared in this study.
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V. FINAL CONCLUSIONS
We hereby present the following conclusions as the results of
our research:
■

The diagnosis of the problem of MSME access to credit is
currently justified due to the undesirable effects of international
rules such as the Basel Accord. Therefore, guarantees, and
particularly the best qualified and weighted guarantees, are a
scarce resource.

■

Guarantees are mechanisms for resolving the problems of
informative asymmetries between lenders and borrowers, although
this problem is transferred to guarantee systems/schemes.

■

Public policy must consider solutions to these problems, based
on previously-established diagnoses, and also resolve these
problems by means of a consensus, and based on the satisfaction
of legitimate interests of the agents involved (the public, financial
and business sectors).

■

The guarantee system must be integrated in the financial system,
and security, quality and permanence must be sought.

■

Hierarchical cluster analysis revealed three clusters or groups of
guarantee systems/schemes and one isolated case with only one
observation. The degree of homogenization of observations within
each cluster confirmed that there were three and not fewer.

■

These three clusters, according to the origin or source of
capital, formed a group of majority public systems (guarantee
programmes) and two groups of majority private systems
(guarantee societies): mercantile guarantee societies (with
majority financial sector participation); and mutual guarantee
societies (with majority business participation).

■

All the entities in the group referred to as “guarantee societies”
(majority private guarantee systems/schemes, including mutual
systems/schemes) had corporate schemes, developed exclusively
guarantee business, were created for permanent or indefinite
periods and focused mainly on micro-companies, in contrast to
the majority public and non-mutual systems/schemes. From a
classification standpoint, this study showed conclusively that the
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majority private group was characterised by the use of corporate
schemes, unlike the other majority public group. This finding
is very important because the theoretical proposal referred to
the majority private group as “guarantee societies” due to this
characteristic.
■

The majority private and mutual systems also had higher mean
percentages of guarantee coverage and offered greater financial
cost savings to their MSME beneficiaries. These findings coincided
with results obtained elsewhere, namely that greater coverage
allowed such entities to attain greater acceptance in the financial
sector, which logically results in larger guarantee portfolios and
greater negotiation capacity with this sector, allowing them to
achieve financial cost savings for their beneficiaries through
a greater reduction of risks (which also helps to resolve the
problem of moral risk). This final point is extremely important
because it addresses the problem of adverse selection, within the
scope of asymmetric information theory, insofar as guarantee
systems/schemes do not seek or support entrepreneurs willing
to pay higher interest rates to obtain financing; instead, they
support good projects and good managers by providing them
with adequate financing. Therefore, guarantees are clearly
mechanisms for resolving problems deriving from informative
asymmetries in the lending markets.

■

The average amounts of guarantees in majority public systems
are higher. This means, in principle, that the majority public
participation group (guarantee programmes) caters for more
developed sectors of companies.

■

Mutual entities have capital contribution costs and fi xed
price policies for their guarantee services. The existence of
capital contribution costs confirms the corporate profile of
the mutual systems/schemes/entities. Evidence that mutual
schemes have fi xed price policies confirms the mutual and
joint and several nature of these schemes, insofar as the
traditional mutual spirit is maintained and continues to be a
key aspect of guarantee operations.

■

Mutual systems/schemes have more guarantee entities, more
beneficiaries and are older. Mutual systems/schemes are also
significantly related with more guarantee entities and more
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beneficiaries. Mutual systems/schemes are not significantly related
with larger guarantee portfolios, although the corresponding
averages are double those of non-mutual systems/schemes.
These results strengthen the consistency of these schemes
through greater local presence and a stronger commitment from
entrepreneurs in mutual systems/schemes. Therefore, we may
conclude that the presence of entrepreneurs in governing bodies
and their participation in the decision to award guarantees leads
to better performance (larger guarantee portfolios).
■

Mutual systems/schemes were normally shown to be older. This
means that they are related to a larger number of beneficiaries
and larger guarantee portfolios. This result confirms and
strengthens the consistency of the performance statistics of
mutual guarantee schemes, precisely because they are the oldest
in Europe. As mentioned previously in this study, guarantee
system/scheme activities must be encompassed in long-term
policies. Therefore, consideration must also be given to this
perspective when analysing their results.

■

Private sector participation, sometimes in conjunction with the
public sector, provides greater efficiency and additionality.
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APPENDIX:
QUESTIONNAIRE

GUARANTEE SYSTEMS/ENTITIES QUESTIONNAIRE/
SURVEY
Guarantee system/entity:

CONCEPTUAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
AND
CHARACTERISTICS
FOR CLASSIFYING
GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
APPENDIX:
CUESTIONNAIRE

LEGAL AND REGULATORY SYSTEM
0. Specify the option under which guarantee activity is
developed
in a legal scheme or system or network of guarantee
P Integrated
societies/entities (e.g. the SCM (Mutual Guarantee Societies) in the
SOCAMAS Federation, the SIAGI, etc.).

P

As an individual and independent society/entity not belonging to a scheme
or system or network of guarantee societies/entities (e.g. the SOFARIS
society, etc.)

1. Specify the legal/reference framework under which the
guarantee system/entity operates

P Law and/or general legal framework in force in the country.
and/or specific legal regulations governing guarantee activities (SGR,
P Law
SCM, SPGM, Cooperativa/ConsorziFIDI, public law entity, constitution
of regulated risk coverage funds, “Guarantee Fund”, etc.)

2. Specify the legal status adopted by the guarantee
system/entity awarding or formalising the guarantee
company (SA, SL, Limited Company, Joint Stock Company,
P Commercial
GbmH, etc.)
commercial society < or business association > (SA, SL, Limited
P Mutual
Company, Joint Stock Company, GmbH, Cooperative, Specific Guarantee
Society for guarantee activity <SGR=SCM=SPGM=CFidi, soc. cooperativa
mutua, etc.>)

P Regulated institution (Foundation, Trust, etc.)
law entity or institution (public development bank; public
P Public
development agency; public law society, entity or institution; regulated
risk coverage fund <Guarantee Fund (GF), Risk Fund, Technical Provisions
Fund (TPF)>, etc)
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3. How is the guarantee system/entity classified in the financial
system?
CONCEPTUAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
AND
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APPENDIX:
CUESTIONNAIRE

P Financial entity or classified/treated as a financial entity
P Non-financial entity
4. Has the guarantee system/entity been regulated by the
financial regulatory authorities?

P YES
P NO
5. Has the guarantee system/entity been supervised by the
financial supervisory authorities?

P YES
P NO
6. Are the guarantees of the guarantee system/entity qualified
and weighted by the financial regulatory/supervisory
authorities?

P YES
P NO
7. Are the operative procedures of the guarantee system/entity
certified according to quality standards (e.g. ISO-9000)?

P YES
P NO
8. Are the guarantees of the guarantee system/entity
recognised by Basel II?

P YES
P NO
9. Specify all the characteristics, according to the guarantee
contract, of the guarantees awarded by the guarantee
system/entity, based on Basel II criteria?
guarantee (individual guarantees must represent direct protection
P Direct
on behalf of the guarantor)
guarantee (credit protection must be linked to exposure to specific
P Explicit
risks; its scope must be clearly defined and irrefutable)
guarantee (there must be no contractual clause that allows
P Irrevocable
the guarantor to unilaterally cancel the coverage of the loan, increase
protection costs, restrict the maturity of claims or avoid payment at a
given moment)
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guarantee (there must be no contractual clause that allows the
P Unconditional
guarantor to not pay at a specific moment in the event of non-payment)
P Enforceable guarantee (in all competent jurisdictions)

10. Specify the type of audit performed by the guarantee
system/entity:

P External audit
P Public sector audit
P Internal audit or review of accounts by the shareholders
P There is no audit or review of accounts

CONCEPTUAL
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AND
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GUARANTEE
SYSTEMS/SCHEMES
APPENDIX:
CUESTIONNAIRE

11. Indicate the importance of the guarantee activity (including
financial advisory services) as part of the corporate purpose
of the guarantee system/entity?
(100 percent) (includes guarantee activity and additional
P Exclusive
financial advisory services)
activity (50 percent to 99 percent) (guarantee activity with other
P Main
financial activities)
activity (less than 50 percent) (guarantee activity with other
P Minority
financial activities)

12. Specify the beneficiary or beneficiaries of the guarantee
system/entity:

P Micro-companies
P Small companies
P Medium-sized companies
P Large companies
13. Specify the main territorial scope of the activity

P International
P National
P Regional
P Local
14. Specify the main operative scope of the activity of the
guarantee system/entity

P Inter-sectorial
P Sectorial
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15. Specify the term or duration of the guarantee activity of
the guarantee system/entity
CONCEPTUAL
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CUESTIONNAIRE

P Indefinite (according to legal status and corporate purpose)
P Temporary (according to regulations, budget, programmes, etc.)
16. Specify the capital composition of the system/guarantee
entity

P Public (100 percent)
P Private (100 percent)
P Mixed but mainly public
P Mixed but mainly private
17. Specify the source of capital contributed to the guarantee
system/entity and the corresponding percentages
(percent) of the total:

P International public donors ……. percent
P Public institutions ……. percent
P Private financial institutions ……. percent
P Business sector and other private sector entities ……. percent
18. Specify the type /s of applications of public
contributions /support to the guarantee system/entity

P Tax and other exemptions
P Public capital contributions (capital stock)
contributions to a regulated risk coverage fund (Guarantee Fund
P Public
(GF), Risk Fund or Technical Provisions Fund (TPF))
P Public contributions for expected losses (EL),
guarantee or counter-guarantee programmes (national and/or
P Support
international)
contributions for subsidies on guarantee costs for
P Public
entrepreneurs/users
19. Only in the case of public contributions to regulated risk
coverage funds (Guarantee Fund (GF) or Technical Provisions
Fund (TPF)), does this regulated risk coverage fund form
part of the equity of the guarantee system/entity?

P YES
P NO
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20. Specify how the guarantee system/entity is administered.
through the corresponding corporate governing bodies
P Administered
of the entity granting the guarantee (boards of directors, shareholders’
meetings or general assemblies, etc.)
by third parties (public sector, private sector, international
P Administered
organisation, etc.) of the regulated risk coverage funds (GF or TPF) or
trusts

21. Specify, for each of the three items (capital, bodies and
decisions), the type of participation of business sector
beneficiaries/users of the guarantee system/entity
Direct

Indirect

None

- Capital

F

F

F

- Governing bodies (boards,
shareholders’ meetings, general
assemblies, etc.)

F

F

F

- Decisions to award guarantees

F

F

F

CONCEPTUAL
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APPENDIX:
CUESTIONNAIRE

COUNTER-GUARANTEES

22. Specify the/s characteristic/s of the coverage provided
by supporting guarantees or counter-guarantees of the
guarantee system/entity

P National and/or regional public counter-guarantees
P Supranational public counter-guarantees
P National and/or regional and also supranational public counter-guarantees
P Private counter-guarantees
P No counter-guarantees
23. Are the counter-guarantees of the guarantee system/entity
recognised by Basel II?

P YES
P NO
24. What is the maximum coverage of the counter-guarantees?
................... percent
25. What is the average coverage of the counter-guarantees?
.................. percent
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26. What conditions apply to the counter-guarantee service?
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CUESTIONNAIRE

P No cost (free)
P Cost (supporting guarantee fees) …… percent
RELATIONS WITH THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

27. Specify the type/s of entity/entities that accept or receive
guarantees:

P Banks, Savings Banks and Credit Cooperatives
P Other financial entities (leasing entities, etc.)
P Venture capital companies
P Other institutions and companies (e.g. providers)
P Public sector (public contracts, tenders, etc.)
28. Specify the type of liability of the guarantee system/entity
before the financial system
and several liability (the creditor may claim debt from either liable
P Joint
party, including the guarantor)
liability (this assumes that payment is not obligatory until the
P Subsidiary
main debtor has been declared insolvent or pursuant to other previously
established requirements. A debtor is declared insolvent through issuance
of a default declaration, which has to be presented to the subsidiary
party who is liable)

29. Specify the main method for demanding payments from
the guarantee system/entity

P Payment on demand
P Conditional payment
30. Specify the main form of payment of the guarantee
system/entity

P Bad debts (losses)
P Defaults (non-payments)
31. Specify the main operative mechanism used with the
financial system
guarantees (guarantees awarded “individually” to each
P Individual
company)
guarantees (guarantees awarded on specific portfolios based
P Portfolio
on eligibility criteria or agreements with the bank)
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guarantees (the financial agent guaranteed by the guarantee
P Agent
entity/systems obtains resources which it distributes according to
specific criteria and activity)

32. Specify the main type of relationship it has with the financial
sector
(relationship with only one bank: monobank or exclusive
P Closed
relationship)
P Open (relationship with the entire banking system: multibank relationship)
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CUESTIONNAIRE

33. Indicate the main procedure/s used to analyse operations

P Internal (internal methodology, internal rating, etc.)
P External <outsourcing> (external methodology, external rating, etc.)
and evaluation delegated to the financial entity receiving the
P Analysis
guarantee
34. Indicate the main type of coverage provided by the
guarantee

P Principal
P Principal and current interest
P Principal, current interest and late payments
35. What is the maximum percentage of coverage provided by
the guarantee system/entity? ........... percent
36. What is the average percentage of coverage of the guarantee
system/entity? …….. percent

PRODUCTS AND OPERATION

37. Indicate the product/s offered by the guarantee system/entity

P Financial guarantees
P Technical guarantees
P Financial advisory services
38. Indicate the application/s of guarantee system/entity
operations:

P Investments in fixed assets
P Working capital (operating assets)
P Leasing operations
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P Export financing
P Venture capital
P Technical guarantees (public tenders and/or other technical guarantees)
P Financial counselling
39. Indicate the costs of the guarantee service for the
beneficiary/user company and the corresponding
percentages:
to capital (capital stock) …… percent (of the agreed
P Contribution
amount)
to the Guarantee Fund (GF) or Technical Provisions Fund
P Contribution
(TPF) …… percent (of the agreed amount)
or management/administration commission on financial
P Evaluation
guarantees percent (<once> on the agreed amount)
commission on financial guarantees …… percent (annual on
P Guarantee
existing risk balance)
or management/administration commission on technical
P Evaluation
guarantees …… percent (<once> on the agreed amount)
commission on technical guarantees …… percent (annual on
P Guarantee
existing risk balance)
P No cost for the user/beneficiary company

40. If the financial entity receiving guarantees pays for coverage
of the guarantee, indicate the corresponding percentage
………….. percent.
41. Indicate the main guarantee cost policy applied to financial
guarantees

P Same fixed cost for all types of operations and users
P Differentiated cost according to established criteria
cost (a fixed cost and a differentiated cost according to established
P Mixed
criteria)
42. In the case of differentiated costs, what is the main criterion
(one only) applied?

P Percentage of coverage
P Amount of the operation
P Type/class of operation (loan, leasing, etc.)
P Size of the company
P Term of the operation
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P Stages/moments of the operation
P Age of the beneficiary/user company
P Object/purpose of the operation
P Type or class of collateral guarantees
P Probability of default (PD)/loss given default (LGD)/expected loss (EL)
P Rating of the company
43. What is the maximum term of the guarantee granted in
months?………… months
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44. What is the average term of the guarantee portfolio in
months?………… months
45. Indicate the main term of the guarantee portfolio

P Less than 3 years <36 months>) (short term)
P More than 3 years (long term)
46. What is the maximum
company/operation? ....... €

amount

guaranteed

per

47. What is the average amount guaranteed of the portfolio
per company/operation? ..... €
48. What is the financial cost differential (interest rate)
obtained by a user company, through the guarantee
system/entity, compared with the normal conditions
offered by the financial system?

P More than 3 percent
P Between 2 percent and 3 percent
P Between 1 percent and 2 percent
P Less than 1 percent
P There is no cost differential (interest rate)
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STATISTICS AT 31-12-03 and 31.12.04
(amounts expressed in thousands of €)
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49. In what year was the
founded/created? ………

guarantee

system/entity

Number Question

APPENDIX:
CUESTIONNAIRE

50
51
52

53

54

55
56

57

58

59

60

2003

2004

How many guarantee entities are there in the
guarantee systems?
What is the total number of user and/or associate
MSMEs in the guarantee system/entity?
What is the total capital of the guarantee
system/entity? In thousands of euros (€)
How much capital does the guarantee system/entity
have in Guarantee Funds or Technical Provision
Funds? In thousands of euros (€)
What is the total value of the guarantee
system/entity’s current guarantee portfolio? In
thousands of euros (€)
What are the values of the guarantees agreed/granted
in 2003 and 2004? In thousands of euros (€)
How many beneficiary and/or associate MSMEs
were there in 2003 and 2004?
What is the bad debt ratio (payments for guarantees
claimed/current risk or current guarantee portfolio)
of the guarantee system/entity? In percentage
terms ( percent)
What is the default ratio (losses for guarantees
claimed/ matured risk or matured portfolio) of
the guarantee system/entity? In percentage terms
(percent)
How much capital does the counter-guarantee
system have? In thousands of euros €
What is the price of the counter-guarantee
portfolio for covering the guarantee system/entity?
In thousands of euros (€)
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BASIC INFORMATION ON GUARANTEE SYSTEM/ENTITY
Entity or institution _____________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________
Post Code________City/Town_________________Country _________
E-mail__________________Telephone____________Fax ___________

Name and Post of the person completing the questionnaire
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Observations and comments on the questionnaire
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